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·' .. ABSTRACT 

"''•" 

Part Io Thiosulfate. Thermodynamics 
. . 

In an effort·to clear up gross inconsistencies in the thermodynamic 
. == . . 

data for Sz0.3 ion~ the. equilibrium constant ms been determined as a;_ 

·function of temp3rature .for the hew r.eaction: 

. . 
A, calor~etria heat: of oxidation of s2o3= withBr

3
- has also been 

measured.. From these so'i.lrces~ ·the thermodynamic properties have been 

calculated for s2o3= at 298.;.16° K with the results: hH£ = -154 .. 0 kcal .. /_ 

mole~ hF~ = -122.,4 kcal~/mole . ., S0 = 14.1 e .. u. Discussion is given, 

particularly from the standpoint of the theories of aqueous entropies. 

Part II. Bromate Thermodynamics . 

Discrepancies iil. the:rmodynamio ~ta for Bro3- ion were felt to be 

primarily due to an inaccurate value for the heat of formatione This . _, . . 

quantity has beenredetermined from a calorimetric study of the reduction 

of Bro3- with I""' and the reduction with Br .... ,. Combining these heats with 

other heat and entropy data, we have the results for Bro
3
- at 298.16° K: 

t}:H£ = -18 • .3 koal./mole and hFr = 2,.1 kcal.,/mole.. These values have been 

discussed with respect to other experimental datao 
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I. .Thiosulfate Thermodynamics 

Chapter 1 

Introduction .. 

I-1 

Aqueous solutions of thiosulfate are ·among the commonest-and most 
. . . 

important of analytical reagents, and yet the eXperimentally determined 

' thermodynamic properties of thiosulfate ion show widely divergent 
' ' . . 

values~ and values that ;canriot be reconciled with what one would 

consider a reasonable. eiltropyc. Fer eXa.mplep Bichowseyl reported f':rom 

his· study of the eqtii'librium of aqueous calcium thiosulfate with cal

cium sulfite and s'lli.f:Ur'f.1' AFf ·at> 298° K = ... 125.;11 kcal,Jmole for s2o3-= 

ion0 . In attempting to calculate L\.Ht from his eXperimental calori= 

metric data and/or from a ~ plot or his heat capacity and equilib

rium da.tap values ar~ obtaine~l from approximately -145 to -157 kcal~/ 

mole. The large· uncertainties arise on the one hand from important 

undetermined dilution correcti·ons and. on the other hand f'rom a large 

scatter of the points in the .1!· ploto Some of this work is more 
' ' . 

critically· examined in Chapter 6,;..c. 

Bichowsky and Rossini2 .calculate from the calorimetric data of 

Thompsen3·and Berthelot4 values for the heat of formation of' aqueous 

Na2f320
3
, whence for S~o3=, L\.Hf = -145o91 .-.147 .2 and -149.1 kcal.,/ 

mole respectively., Recently Ballozo and Kaufmann5 made determinations 

near room temperature of the equilibrium constant for the reaction 

studied by Bichowsky.
1 

They plotted log K vs., 1/T using their data 

and also the high tem~ture data or Bichowsky. From this plot they 

calculated a reaction heat~ whence for s2o3=; 8H£ == -164o7 kcal./mole. 
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Combining this value- for 6H0 with the above- free energy, one obtains , 
f -

go = -1.3 e e u.; on the other hand, using- 6Hf0 = -145.5 kcal./mole (the 
298 - - - -

value adopted byBichoWskyand Rossini2) one calculates go- = 52 e.u. 
--- - - - - 298 

for :thiosulfate ion. These may be compared with the value S0 - -- ~ 4.1 
298.16 

e.u. 6 for so
4

=, an ion somewhat smaller in size with the same overall 

6 
chargee The Bureau of Standards has adopted 6F£ =_ -1~7 .2 kcal./mo~e, 

6H£ = -154 kcal./mole and S0 = 29 e.u. for- s2.0 = 1 which are apparently 
3. 

compromise values not based on .additional experimental data. 

It was with the hope of resolving these large discrepancies and 

obtaining a standard heat and rree energy of formation far s2o3=, 

consistent with a reasonable entropy that this investigation was under

taken. A knowledge of the entropy of thiosulfate ion is also of interest 

for its own sake; entropy data for ions or this type are practically non-

existento 

Unless otherwise specifically noted, all calculations will be 

:tm.de using thermodynamic data tabulated by the Bureau of Standards6 with 

one exception. Thermodynamic properties far so
3
= are taken from Latimer? 

for reasons 'tvhich will be explained in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 2 

Construction and Calibration of Apparatus for Equilibrium Studies 

S'ince much of the apparatus was assembled during the course of the 

experiments as the need for it was felt~ not all the equipment described 
. 

here was used for all the experiments. Nevertheless, I prefer to describe 

it all here and then later refer to the various items in this section that 

are applicable to each specific equilibrium study., 

A 0 Air Bath 

The early equilibrium work was done in an air bath which was simply 

a modified 110 Volt 6 amp. drying oven mnufactured by the National 

Appliance Company~ Portland~ Oregon. Originally a small a.c. blower was 

connected to blow air in at the bottom and recycle it by removing it at 

the top, with insulated conducting pipes to minimize heat losseso The 

blower tm:'ned out to be unsu:itable for continuous long term operation.!! 

however, so it was replaced with a fan inside the oven~ motor-driven by 

a shaft from outsideo It was also necessary to replace the bi-metallic 

regulator with an electronic relay to operate the heating coil. After 

the early studies~ it was decided to abandon this arrangement altogether 

·in fa·vor of an oil bath with higher heat capacity and better temperature 

regulation., 

B., Oil Bath 

To replace the air bathp an oil bath was set up for heating the 

equilibrium tubeso 

B=l., Qi!· .. ·The oil chosen was Aeroshell 120,. SAE 6o» an aviation 

lubrication oil manufactured by the Shell Oil Company.. Its principal 

virtue is that it is a relatively inexpensive oil suitable for use 

between approximately 100° and 250°0., At lower temperatures it becomes 

too viscous for proper stirringo Its disadvantage, however, is that, 
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upon prolonged mating at high temperatures» it tends to SJ!!.Oke.ll thicken 

and tar, causing erratic stirring and temperature regulation"' (even if 

additional Phenyl-a-Naphtbylamine inhibitor is added .. ) At 122 .. 5° it 

must be replaced in two to six months, but at 195°C it has proved no 

longer usable after three weeks.ll if good temperature control is to be 

maintained.. For short term or intermittent operation.ll even at tempera-

tures up to 250°, it is reported satisfactory and able to maintain 

constant temperature to± .. 005°.
8 

B-2., Ba·th and Heaterso (See Figure l=Ai) The bath itself is 

a silver-soldered cubic monel metal box, with wood and silk floss 

insulating walls and provided with a three-section varnished beaver-

board top,. The holes in the top are to provide access for temperature 

sampling at various points throughout the bath,p and are normally corked. 

The principal heating is from a 2000 watt 11Calrod11 heater held about 

two inches above .the bottom of the box.. The power level from a constant 

voltage "Solaw transformer is a.djusted by a series variac to maintain a 

temperature 5° to 10° below the regulated bath tem:reratureJJ if left 

continuousl;y' on.. The remaining power is supplied by a 250 watt °CalrodiV 

heater inside the well of stirrer A a.nd controlled by the temperature 

regulating device,. The sealed pyrex equilibrium tubes are placed in 

iron pipes which are suspended in the bath qy wires from the overhead 

iron rods. 

B-3. Stirrirl..g., Stirrer A is a conventional well-type stirrer» 

which by itself gives circulating currents with some tendency to support 

fixed temperature differentials throughout the 'bath. Stirrer B, however 

is a singly wound helix: on a verti©al one-half inch shaft (patterned 

after the idea of the new nshell-Brownn stirrer) which gives violent,p 

turbulent stirring., (See Figure l=B) It was: made by cutting out 
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SIJRll notches' from one side of a one-hch S~rip of copper, and then 

bending the strip -around the rod in heli'eal form wi.~hthe notched side 
. . .. 

next to the r~dp ~heri silver-soldering ill plag~.- It ms proved very 

rugged ·and eff$ctive- in stirring action.· The two .:3tirrers are ganged 

with-pulley and_ belt to oppose each otherj) i.,e .. j) each tending to "pump" 

dowward ... __ · 

An important factor in the stirring of an oil bath such as this 

·-is:' likely -to be slippage of the belt driving the stirrer. Although 
- ,. . ' . ' . . 

'the bath is covered.fJ enough 'oilfumes are present» along with the 

'normal- wearing and stretching of a leather belt~ to reduce the 

friction consid~rably., Consequently' the belt nmst be frequently 
.. '/. . . 

_ 'ltliped free of.- oil9 and sometimes shortened. The obvious answ~ to 

tllls 9 of course.9 is a pOsitive ch~d.n and- ·sprocket drive or equivalent. 
.. ' ·-- -

B-4., Temperature Regulatiorro The ncontrol11 power applied to 
. - . . -

the 250 watt "Calrod'u- heater was initially: controlled by- the mercury 

regulator and electronic relay used for ·the air batho For long term 
' . . -

- operation at such temperatures (120° or higher),o the mercury regulator 
. ' 

proved less than ideal due to eva.pcration of the :tl'flrcury and to scum 

formation 'on the surface of the :tl'flrcury where electrical contact is 

- made» even though oil fumes are exclUded- by a cover • This would 

necessitate resetting the temperature··control rather f'requently3 which 
' ' ' 

is incori~nient because of the time lag for temperature readjustment in 

the large amount of oil (about 20 gallons). For this reason» and also 

because of the temperature ·oscillations inherent with any strictly 

111off-on" type of regulator, it was decided to assemble a resistance 

thermometer controlled, proportional temperature controller. (One of 

the main factors in the heating time lag, with its attendant effect on 
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bath temperature regulation, is again the condition of the oil. The first 

effect of oil decomposition is u:rually formation of'- an insulating crust of 

decomposition products aroung. the large "Calrodtt heater.) 

B-5. Proportional Controller. The ~:i.Tcuit dia~· for this 

controller, designed by Professors R. E. Powell and w. D. Chlinn, has been 
-· -

given elsewh~re .. 8 Briefly; its op-eration- is as ·follows-: A resistance 

thermometer acts as part of an aedo bridge as a control element, providing 
- -

an accessible temperature range af' about 0° to 300°0 0 Any unbalance 

between the thermometer and the rest of the bridge is amplified and then 

combined at the grid of a 2D21 thyratron-, with another fixed signal 90° 

out of phase, thus or:erating the thyratron for a longer or shorter period 

of time o The 2D21 feeds into the primary of a 5-00 watt saturable reactor 1 

the secondary of which operates the 250 watt heater, with mare heating 

current produced the greater the unbalance at the bridge. 

The only departure from this circuit diagram is in the bridge 

circuitll where the a.c .. bridge was built with the variable resistances 

covering the range 0 to 190 ohms to balance the 55 ohm platinum control 

resistance thermometer substituted far the 100 ohm thermometer shown 

in the circuit diagram. Weltner:' 8 states that such a circuit can keep 

constant temperature in an oil bath at 250° to ± .005° over a two-hour 

period. 

B-6. Control Resistance Thermometer. (See Figure 2 for 

constructional details.) The copper part at the bottom is used to 

contain the sensing element in order to minimize aey time-temperature 

lag.. Platinum wire ( 99 .. 9+% pure il soft temper) was wound in a lathe 

on a piece of piano wire to form a tightly coiled "spring", the piano 

wire then being dissolved out in a 150° bath of concentrated nitric 

and sulfuric acids. After washing and spreading the ''spring" slightly 
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to avoid shorting turns of the wire, it is btfilarly (non-inductively) 

-vround around the mica "cross" and placed in the copper-glass tube; the 

Nco 28 platinum w;tre leads are then brought out the end through the mica 

spacers. ·The 1.rhole open thermometer is placed in a vacuum line 1 and 

while evacuated a current of 0.175 amps is passed through the wires for 

one minute for annealing purposes. (For temperature control purposes, 

this is not critical.) Low heat Ca.pacity silicone 'Oil (General Electric 

9981 TII'NV 70) is then added to cover completely the "spring)' and the 

thermometer sealed under vacuum. (In a similar s.ituation, such oil 

. . 8) 
was found to give added stability to the regulating mechanism. . 

Co Calibration of Resistance Thermometer L, N6 55366 .. 

At the start of this research it was hoped that the temperature 

control in the oil bath would be such, that a calibrated resistance 

thermometer with Mueller Bridge wOUld be desirable for masuring these 

temperatures. Because of the unforeseen behavior of the oil upon pro-

longe¢1. reatmg1 ·it later turned out that the oil tarring and thickening 

' became the limiting factor for temperature regulating insofar as it 

interfered with adequate stirring and rapid heat excnange. (The extent 

of this temperature variation is given under each separate equilibrium 

determination.) Consequently, the highly precise temperature measure-

ments; afforc1ed by such a thermometer were not really necessary. 

However, a 2 ohm resistance thermometer L. N. 55366 was calibrated in 

conjunction with Hueller Bridge L. N .• 85316 (which itself was auto

calibrated and calibrated against a standard resistor) and did prove 

useful as a check on the mercuxy thermometers, so its calibration is 

described here briefly. 
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The constants of an equation of the form R.r = R0 (1 + a.T + ~T2 ) are 

to be evaluated by measuring the thermometer resistance at at least three 

standard temperaturese 

~ = the thermometer resistance at any temperatuxe T. 

R = 
0 

the thermometer resistance at the ice point. 

a. and ~ are empirical constants to be evaluated. 

The standard points in the temperature range under study are the ice 

point~ the steam point~ and the sulfur boiling point 0 

For the ice point measurement~ it is simply necessary to immerse 

the thermometer in a dewar containing pure chopped ice and water in 

thermal equilibrium~ making sure that the ice is present over the whole 

length of the sensing element af the resistance thermometer~ and not 
' 

just floating on water with the thermometer belowo 

c~lo Glass Hypsometero For the steam point measurement., a hypso= 

meter was built as per Figure 3&o Connections were provided for 

admitting the steam either at the top or bottom as a double check-for 

superheating or cooling 0 (None was foundo) The heat was adjusted under 

the distilled v.ra ter steam generator for smooth boiling by means of a 

variac; glass or metal boiling chips were usedo Moving the thermo-

meter up and down in the inside tube over an 8 cme range ga~~ no 

variation in thermometer resistanceo 

C-.2. Sulfur Boiling Point Appa.ra tus o To measure the· sulfur 

boiling point~ the apparatus pictured i~ Figure 3B was builtG The 

recrystalized sulfur gave a negative test for Se with hot concen

trated HzSO 4 o A. radiation shield (here of black sheet iron) is 

essential to obtain proper experimental valueso Again9 moving the 

thermometer up and down did not affect the resistance valueo For 

both the sulfur and steam points~ barometric pressure should be read 
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simultaneously vTith the resistance. At all three points, resistances 

were reproducible to better than QOOOl ohms at constant pressure (the 

smallest division on the Mueller Bridge)e 

I-2 

For more detailed information on resistance thermometer and equip-

ment calibration, see the references (9) - (13) 9 

D. Sulfite Delivery Apparatus., 

After the early equilibrium measurements, it \vas determined that 

considerable air oxidation of the sodium sulfite solutions was occuring, 

so the apparatus in Figure 4 was built to exclude air during the filling 

and sealing of the equilibrium tubes, and standardization of the sulfite 

solutions. 

Seguence of Operations~ 

A. Filliug ~ (if for first time, flush whole apparatus and 
· leave filled with argon~) 

Bo 

c .. 

(a) Close (1) and (4),. ( (2), (3), (5) and (6) also closed.) 

(b) Open (6) momentarily to build up a little pressure in 
the reservoir, if not already done. 

(c) Open (3), then (5) and fill carefully. (Close (5) 
and repeat (b) if necessary)~ 

(d) \men done, close (5). 

Clearing Liquid and Drips !!:Q.m ~ ! 

(a) Cautiously open (4). 

(b) Close (3) .. 

(c) Open (5) till it drains, then close .. 

Delivering from ~ 

(a)- Open (6) and immediately (1) until steady stream argon; 
use from (1) to flush tube filling. 

(b) 1..Jith (6) adjusted to just a faint stream» open (2) and 
delivero 

(c) When done, close (2). 
(d) Close (1), then (6) as soon as slight excess pressure 

built up in reservoir. 
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Chapter 3 

Equilibrium Studies: ea2s203 

Bichows~ studied the equilibrium between calcium thiosulfate, 

calcium sulfite and sulfur. For the reaction he wrote: 

(3-1) 

In view of the simplicity of the determination of the equilibrium 

constant (just the analysis for s 2o3=), this reaction was the first 

investigated as a method of obtaining the free energy of thiosulfate 

ion. However, a number of difficulties were encountered. The first 

involved the composition of the solid hydrateo 

A. Calcium Sulfite Hydratee 

The dihydrate of CaS03 has been reported in the literature as 

the stable hydrate at room temperature 0 Bichcws~ described four 

different ways of preparing it and remarked$ "These samples varied 

strikingly in crystalline habit, but had nearly the same refractive 

index,·and no difference in behavior was noted among them. Above 

temperatures ~omewhere near 160° the dihydrate is unstable in contact 

with water~ presumably forming the semihydrate easo3 • 1/2 H2o 

analogous to CaSo4 • 1/2 H20." (This statement was based on a 

microscopic examination of the two phases.) He also made some 

simple heat capacity measurements on two separately prepared samples 

of this solid, obtaining the same value, namely, 42.7 cal./mole. 

The Kopp 1s law value for the dihydrate is 4lo014 while for the hemi

hydrate it is 28.1 0 

Kelly~5 in describing his procedure for making the anhydrous 

salt, remarked that after five hours heating at 155° the composition 

was Caso3 • (0.51 H20), but did not describe the dihydrate. In 1949, 

however, Matthews and Mcintosh16 described five ways of making 
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crystalline Gaso3; which ~n gave ~analyses· of _8 to_l? percent H2o (di

hydrate is 23 percent H20),- and they stated that no dihydrate was found,. 

The. optical properties for their hemihydrate preparation agreed with 
. . 

those previoUsly claimed for the dihydrate~ samples of C'aS03 that I 

pr~cipitated with NaHSo
3

,and CaC1
2 

solutions, dried at 110°, then 

ground, did not give consistent results, but generally showed on 

an~lysis between one and two waters IS r caS·o3,· (when ~? -special care 

was taken to exclude water vapor of the air.}' _This mthod ~s used in 

. preparing CaS0.3 • 1/2 H20 for the eq_uilibrium studies. In view of 

M:tt·thews and Mcintosh's detailed work and my results indicating less 

than 2 water~l; it is probably Safe to assume that the form stable in · 

contact with water solutio~ at 'room temperature is not the' dihydrate, 

but probably the hemihydra:te·. I .made various attempts to grow 

crystals of Caso3 in aqueous solution by methods. such as (a) pumping 

on a solution of caso3 in a slight excess or acid in a vacuum dessicator, 
. \ 

(b) s·tanding a container of CaC12 in a larger container of NaHS03 

solution; then carefully filling both with water; and letting them 

sit for solution and diffusion to take place. None of tl:e se attempts 

proved. successful' when CaS0.3.,. ?H20 was obtained, ·it was in a finely 

divided· fom ="" (some clear c;rystals that might have been this solid 

were formed in one of the ca.s2o3 eq11ilibrium. tubes, but before they 

could be tested, they decomposed..) 

B~ Preparation of' Ca$~.3. Solutions • 

.After a number of experiments, the following procedure was found 

most satisfactory for making CaS;
2
o

3 
• 6H

2
o (c): DissoJ,.ve 51 g 

Na!zS2o3 • 5H20 in 20 ml H20 at 40° 1 and dissolve 35 g CaC12 • 2H
2
0 in 

20 ml H2o, filtering both solutions :if necessary. Slowly and with 

stirring9 pour Ca.Cl2 solution into Na;[>2o3 solution, keeping the 
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temperature down to 40°. After several hours 9 or over night.~~ when the 

NaCl precipitate is well packed at the bottom9 filter and crystallize 

<?1lt_Gas
2
o3 -~ _ 6H2o on an ice bath~> DeGant and wash cr~s2o3 • 6H2o _in the 

cold and dis-solve in water at 40° and recsrystallize on an ice bath. 

These crystals are separated.~> washed with a small portion of cold water.~~ 

and dissolved in v.vater to give reagent solution of' tm desired concen-

tration., (The dried ~..als do not keep9 but decompose). Note~ 

Samples of reagent grade 0a012 of different manufacturers were found to 

contain ~ns 01" more impurities· as e"'.ddenced by an organic chemi~l ·odor 
. I . 

and a yellow color in concentrated solutions that cannot be removed 

by ordinary filtering. The impurity oon be removed by filtering with 

charcoal.~> but then small amounts of charcoal may remain in the solution, 

even though it looks Cllearo In some ooses.ll concentrat~d HGl ®used 

precipitation. of yellow needle~like cyrE~tals., not readily soluble in 

water :J but volatilized by direct heat. 

C., Equilibrium Experiment~:~g CJaSz£
3 

These experim.ents consisted of two series of sealed pyrex tubes; 
- -

the first containing each 10·=- 15 m1 of 0.6 ~ ~aS2o solution.~> the - - 3 
second containin~ excess caso3 o 1/2 H

2
0 9 excess S~ and water. These 

wei'e plaCled in the air bath at 122°9 ± S"o Soma time later» most of 

the tubes exploded or werB demolished by those that dido Some 

additional tubes v.re:t•e then addedp this time each in an iron pipe. 

Altogether., two survived. and were analyzed after two to three weeks, 

by filtering and titrating an aliquot for s2,03 :n 9 with standard r
3 
~ 

solutiono The result,s showd them to be far from. equilibrium at the 

time of ana)Jrsis,. Both tubes gave a strong odor of H
2

S: upon openingp 

and also a positive test for SO 
4

"" o 
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Do Discussiono 

Although a thorough study of the above reaction could well_yield 

worthwhile results, we were reluctant to continue with it if a more 

satisfactory reaction could be foundo For one thing, the above reaction 

has a very large 66 o Also, the form of the sulfur produced is different· 
p 

at different temperatures. Oaso3rs formula and solubility were uncertain, 
'--

and the presence of HZ3 and so
4

=, with poor material balance, coupled 

with the negative equilibrium results, were disappointing. Simultaneous 

tests being made for other sUitable reactions were encouraging, so it 

was decided to abandon this method in their favoro 
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Chapter 4 

Other Equilibria : The Reaction of Ag (c) with S2_Q.
3 
= 

A survey was made of possible equilibria of the type: 

(4-1) 

A study of the kno\in free energy data reveals that the only possible 

mono or divalent metals for which ~F0 would be near zero are Ag, Hg 

and Cu. Blitz17 remarks that Cu reacts "apparently irreversibly" with 

the fused hydrate of NazS26
3 

to give CuzS~ and Na2so 
3

• Preliminary 

experinents with Ag and Hg at 100° indicated that in three days, the 

forward reactions ddd take place to some extent. In the case of Hg, 

a strong HjS odor was present, whereas for Ag none was detected. 

Consequently, we decided to investigate more thoroughly the reaction 

of s2o3= with Ag. 

Some tubes.IJ containing in the one case Ag and s 2o
3
=, and in the 

other Ag2S and so
3
=, were made up and placed in the air bath at 122° 

along with the eas
2

o
3 

being studied. Most of these were casualties, 

with the CaS2o
3 

tubes, but additional ones were made and placed in 

pipes, and enough survived to determine that the reverse reaction 

did occur and that sulfate formation was minor. 

Although the analytical procedure is slightly more involved than 

for the Casko
3 

equilibrium, there was less ambiguity about the solids 

involved, and side reactions appeared less troublesome. Also, it is 

a much more "symmetrical" reaction, and the ~cp should be smaller and 

activity coefficient corrections less important. These reasons and 

the fact that it was a new reaction were sufficient to concentrate 

further equilibrium studies in this direction, i.e., on the reaction: 

(4-2) 
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(Another quite different reaction that· might be studied can be written~ 

(4.-3) 

A., General Analytical Procedure" 

Analytical operations common· to many of the equilibrium. tubes will 

be discussed here rather than'under the separate equilibrium setso The 

determination of various inorganic sulfur species in the presence of one 

another has been studied by numerous workers~ and much of this \iork has 
. 18 

been summarized by Kurtenacker. 

A~lo Sulfite and Thiosulfate .. The procedure for determination of 

sulfite and thiosulfate in the same solution involves for one portion 

the titration with iodine of the combined so :;:; + s,..,o3"" n and for a second . 3 .:. ,y 

portion the complexing of the so
3

"" by formaldehyde and then titration of 

s2o3= with iodine.. MY experience indicated that a modification of the 

scheme given by Kurtenacker was necessary!' for I found that the starch 

indicator i..ras interacting with the formaldehyde~ causing very uncertain 

endpoints$ In general~ the greater the ratio of CH20 to starch in the 

solution being analyzed~ the more quickly must the titration be done in 

order to get a good blue instead of a pale brownish yellow endpoint9 

If one knows approximately where the endpoint is~ holding off ada.ing 

starch till just before this improves it .. 

When the time came for analysis of a tube, it was removed from the 

oil bath~ cleaned and rapidly cooled. to room temperat1~ee It was 

broken by crushing the upper part with pliers -vrhile the tube was 

standing in a beaker$) and immediately pipeting · ·:· the portion to be 

used for the total so3= + s2o
3
= analysis into an excess of standard. 

r3~ with NaAc- HAc buffer. For the later sets!' this operation was 

done in an atmosphere of argono In a few minutes it was back titrated 
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with s~a?dard ~2~3""'o 

To prevent sucking up the solid material 11 the pipeting is done 

through a removable "filter tip"l) consisting of a short section of' glass 

tubing packed with glass wool11 with a female standard taper joint on the 

end attaching to the pipeto The attachment is simply a friction fit, 

with a small piece of filter paper,!) which is wet with the solution 

being pipeted acting as a gasketo This prevents air from being drawn 

in at the point of attachmento The tip is then quickly and easily 

removed for delivery of the portion pipetedo 

The second· portion is then delivered into an Erlenmeyer containing 

two drops of' phenolphthaleino In almost every case, the solution gave 

a pink color so the CH20 was added immediatelyo (This basic condition 

is necessary for the complexing or so
3
= by CH2011 and NaOH must be 

added dropwise if the solution is not alreaqy basic.) I noticed 

generally that if the color of the solution was initially a pale pink$ 

addition of the CH2o intensified the color 11 while if it was initially 

a darker red9 the color often became palero 

A delay of two or three minutes in pipeting the second portion 

should not natterl) for even if' some air oxidation of' so
3

= to so
4

= 

should occurli this does n@t interfere with the determination af' s2o-J= 

in_ the presence c:£ so
3

g:; o The room temperature tubes (Set G) werE) 

handled in the same manner except no cooling was necessaryo 

After standing for five minutes 9 the fi.nst solution is acidified 

with 10 percent HA'c until a 20 ml excess has been addedg and then 

titrated immediately with standard iodineg using starch indicator. 

The amount of 10 percent HA:'o necessary for neutralizing the solutions 

varied vrl.th th'e initial concentration of solutions used in the tubes 
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and was approxima.tely -the same for similar tubes~· For examplep in equilib~ 

rium sets D, E and F Jl 10 ml, 5 mJ. or 2 ml were reqUired far the highJI 

medium and low ionic strength sets, respectively. 
- . 

The amount of CH
2
o necessary depended on the amount of the sulfite 

to be c:omplexed and the amount of starch to be used. For 10 milimoles· 
-~- -

of S~·/", 40 ml CH
2
o and 13 1Dl 0,.4 percent s.tarc:h solution are required. 

If these are titrated immediatelyafter acidifying, a good blue color 

will suddenly appear at the endpoint and persist far ~t least 15 seconds 

before fading,. (Actually the real endpoint is 1/2 to 3/4 of. a drop 

·beyond the first faint blue color that persists.) When smaller amounts 

of ·so3= are present, less CH
2
o is necessary and proportionately more 

starch can be used.ll giving a more permanent endpoin~. For the equilib

rium runs mde from undiluted 0,.2 11 so
3
= and s·2o3= solutions, 10 ·-- 12 

ml CH
2

0 and 7 - 8 ml starch were used, depending on the volume of 

solution pipeted out. For the most dilute solutions.ll 5 m1 CH2o and 

5 ml starch gave good results. 

AF"2. Standard Solutions. In some cases the r
3
- -~elutions were 

standardized against As
2
o3, and in others the s·2o3

= was· starl.dard~zed 

vd.th KI0
3 

solutiori.. The relative tit~r of the Sjp
3
= ., r

3
- solutions 

was always determiried also. The relative and absolute titers of these 

reagents were checked frequently during the analysis of each set of 

equilibrium tubes. For the analyses, iodine solutions of. 0.1 ! and 

. O.,Ol,N and s:
2
o
3
= solutions of 0.2 !I, 0.1 ,li and 0.02 l! were used. 

A~3. Blank Correction. For titrations with the 0,.1 li or 0.2! 

. solutionss no blank was necessary. With the more dilute reagents, 

however, the blarik was generally the equivalent of 0.07 to 0.,14 ml 

of o.OlN·r -ft to be subtracted from the I- volume. This blank was - 3 , . 3 

separately determined for the different analytical procedures used,. 
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A-4. Preparation of Reage~tS'. 

(a) H!~A Solutions. For the equilibrium measurements, 

- ' s·tandard solutions were generally made by dissolving the commercial 
- . -- -·- ·-

Na:f20
3 

• 5H20 in freshly boiled distilled water. (When the solutions 

were to be used for analytical purposes over a period of time, a small 
- --

amount of Na·2ao
3 

preservative was added in accordance with accepted 

prooedure.19 

(b) Na~3 Solutions. The commercial anhydrous salt was 

dissolved in distilled water that had been deax,rgenated by bubbling 

argon through it. 

(c) ~. Samples of commercial "precipitated silver" 

(analytical reagent) were the starting material. Some of these were 

used with· no further treatment other than grinding. Others were first 

treated with HClo4, then washed to remove any Ag2o present. (It :was 

+ found next to impossible to remove the last traces of Ag , even a-fter 

many washings and filterings with hot and cold water.) Still others 

= were treated with s·
2

o3 solution in the cold, before the tubes were 

made up. 

Some finely divided Ag was also l:eated in a crucible, which 

would c~use decomposition of any Ag
2
o. This was not too satisfactory, 

however, for the fine particles tend to sinter together, even hundreds 

of degrees belw the melting point of Ag. S1nce it was desired to 

have the Ag with as much surface as possible to speed up the reaction 

with s2o
3
=, this method ofpurification was :r:tot used._ 

No difference was detected in any of tbr results from the 

use of different Ag samples, so they will not be individually refe~ed 

to with the equilibrium data. (These sampJe s all gave good Ag X-ray 

patterns.) 



., (d) !.g~.. (1) H;f· was bubbled through a solution of' 

analytical reagen~_AgNo3 JJ the solid then filtered11 washed and dried 

at 110° o Very often11 the solid prepared in this manner 11 when heated 

had a peculiar 11artichokerr odor; this may have been due to impurities 

in the H:f, for it did not occur with all H2s samples. 

I-4 

(2)- A solution of AgClo4 was IIB.de by first precipitating 

Ag2o_out of a solu~ion of reagent AgN03., _ This was filtered and washed 

eight tim~S wit~ hot water and then dissolved in cold .3 l1HClo4• 

A~ H
2
s- ~rain was set up20 and the purified HZS passed through the AgN0

3 

solution. The solid was washed and -filtered eight times.!' then dried 

at l.30° .1' ground and rewashed and filtered with hot water;, A sulfur

like odor that had persisted through this, treatment was now quite 

faint.· After dTying1 the s-ample was finely ground,. This sample was 

spectroscopically pure a.nd gave the X;_ray pattern for the a. (low 

tem:r:erature) form,. A test also showed it to be free of .A~t. 

(3) Some cormnerc:dal Kahlbaum reagent was used,. The sample 

was spectroscopically pure and gave a good a-form X-ray pattern. 

(4) Some bottledAgZS marked "Reserved for Randall" was 

used in some determinations.; both untreated and after treatment with 

s2o3
fi< in the cold. Spec·tros~pic and X-ray examination shovred some 

PbS- impurity present$ which microchemical analysis gave as less than 

one percent. Possibly some other undetermined impurity was present 

also. ' 
From a careful examination of the. equilibrium resultsSI no 

systematic differences can be detected in the values for the equilib~ 

rium constants as a function of the Jllrticular solids used., 
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B. Equilibrium Sets A--E- at 1229 5° 

B-1. Introduction. These sets were all run in the oil bath. It 

was apparent from the preliminary work that the glass tubes would have 

to be improved to withstand the increased pressure on heating. The 

first step was to change to heavier glass for the tubes. Pyrex test 

tubes 30 em long, 22 mm i.d. with 1 1/2 mm wall thickness, were pulled 

with a heavy walled constriction at half their length. The upper 

portion served as a funnel for filling the tubes and was then pulled 

off in a flame, taking particular care that the glass at the constric-

tion was "sucking in" at the instant the seal was mde. With these 

precautions only one tube broke among all the sets at 122.5°. (The 

vapor pressure of water is slightly over two atmospheres at this 

temperature.) Each tube was placed in an iron- pipe with screwed-on 

ends and was suspended in the oil bath with a wire. 
. -

In all cases, samples of both solids along with one or both ar 

the solutions, were added to the equilibrium tubes, regardless of 

whether equilibrium was being approached from the high so3= side or 

high s2o3
= side. (The appropriate solid must be present in excess, 

of course.) The concentration equilibrium quotient is defined for 

future purposes as 
(SO =) 3 --

(s2o3=) 
(4-4) 

where the sulfite and thiosulfate concentrations can be expressed in 

any consistent units, since only their ratio is being considered. 

Since analyses were volumetric, units used here are 

(
so = ) We shall also refer to the quantity ::J_ 

S203= i initial ratio of these concentrations 

at the time of filling the tubes. 

moles/liter. 

which is the 
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Material balance .calculations have been made by comparing the total 

number of moles af' s2o3= + so3= initially in a given volurne, with the 

total number present in the same vo lurne at the time _K0 is _measured. It 

is expressed as a percent loss :::. ~(Init. Moles - Final Holes) x- 100 .. 

(mit~ Holes;) 

It should be emphasized that during the 11Delay Times" listed in 

Tables 4-l to 4-6~ the tubes have already been cooled to room temperature. 

Eor practical purposes_, no change in equilibriurn can occur in those short 

times· before analyseso 

Temperatures were read with Hg in glass thermomters graduated 

to 00 1 degrees. These were checked against other thermometers~ including 

Bureau of Standards calibrated thermometers" and the resistance thermo-

meter described in Chapter 2-Co The values given for the equilibrium 

sets have been cm:'rected_if necessary. 

Some attack on the glass was noticed for many of the runs., but it 

appeared to have no effect on the resUlts .. 

B-2o Set Ao For Set A, all the tubes were made up wi%h the 

initial ratior!R = so
3

=;s-
2

o
3

"" either o or oo. The results from the 

trlow11 side (i.e.,~~ R ::: 0) have no meaning,p since by mistake an excess 

of Ag was not presento The results f"rom the "highn side showed_6 

out of 7 Kct~ to be in the range from 18 to 26o Initial concentrations 

of so3~ of Ocl N (and one of Oo05 M) were used with Ag2s sample (I). 

A't the times of analyses, the oil bath had been up to the proper tempera

ture (122.5 ± .6°) for periods of from one to nineteen dayso The IIBrcury 

reglllator and electronic relay were being used. For the two-week pericrl. 

preceding this, the oil temperature was 116° to 120°1 so the above K0
1s 

may have reflected this lower temperature. A material balance check 

showed 32 percent to 54 percent loss» the worst being for the more 
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dilute solutions. A maximum of two and one-half hours elapsed between the 

time of removal of these tubes from the oil bath and the start of the 

analysiso 

No real conclusions could be drawn from these data for the above • 
reasonsi and also because of the small titration volumes (less than 1 ml)o 

It did appear possible that equilibrium could be reached starting with 

mare concentrated solutions, allowing more certain analysis procedureso 

Also~ a rough calculation for the amount of oxygen in the air sealed in 

with the equilibrium solutions, indicated that this could account for 

the material balance lo~s~ and using more concentrated solutions should 

minimize.this 0 

B-3o Set Be 

Materials and Conditions. 

20 ml S203f; 

20 m1 so
3
= 

initially either o or oo 

1 M with approximately 20 ID1 air 

1 M with approximately 20 ml air 

Ag2s: Sample (3) 9 Section A-,, (d) 

Ag See Section A-4, (c). 

Temperature~ 123.,2 ± 0 5°; Mercury Regulator. 

See Table 4-1 for resultse 

Comments. On the basis of this set» Kc is limited to a value between 

11.0 to 21.8 at this ionic strength and temperature (123°). The 

titration volumes were large enough so that good accuracy (at least 

3 ml on a buret reading to 0 001 ml) could be attained. The greatly 

improved material balance over Set A is also apparent, but so is the 

slowness of the reaction at this concentration. At the end of the 
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Table 4-1 

Eguilibrium Heasurements Set B 

Tube mm(a) mni(a) Percent Days eo3· ) Kc No., Delay Final Initial Loss in Bath s2o3= i 

1 1 1/4 hr.o .968 .. 984 1.,6 7 co > 64.,6 

2 1 1/3 hro .• 963 .,984 2.2 16 00 43.2 

3 1/3 hr. .967 .,984 le7 28 ro 28.9 

4 1/4 hr., &961 .. 984 2 .. 3 70 00 21.8 

5 3 1/2 hr. .• 899 ~938 1.,2 7 0 > .,80 

6 2 1/2 hr. .,917 .938 2.,2 16 0 2.,01 

7 1 hr. .935 .938 . 0.3 28 0 3.43 

8 1 hr., .933 ... 938 0.5 70 0 11.03 

(a). Total millimoles of so
3

o: + s2o,./' pe·r ml., solution 

For definitions of other quantitiesp see Section B-1. 
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run9 when the tubes were opened, the solids were usually packed into a 

fairly firm ma. t at the bottom of each tube. Even with the convection 

currents that must be present in the tubes while being heated, it was 

felt that quite possibly not enou,gh fresh surface of the solids was 

being rapidly exposed to the reacting solutions, so that this may have 

been the limiting factor as far as the rate of reaction was concerned. 

A calculated excess of each solid was present, but if the reaction had 

to proceed b,y "eating into" the centers of the parti~from the out

side and through a coating of the newly formed solid (note that one 

solid is formed and one used up for both the direct and reverse 

reactions) then this could definitely slow the whole process. In an 

attempt to speed the reaction we decided to take the following steps: 

(1) Particular care would be exercised in grinding the initial 

solids to a very fine state. 

(2) A greater excess of solids would be used. 

(.3) Somewhat less concentrated solutions would be tried. 

(4) Even these steps might not be sufficient if the solid 

particles were going to pack firmly together at the bottoms 

of the tubeso Therefore9 it seemed logical to try to hold 

these solids dispersed throughout the solutions during the 

runs by means of glass wool put in at the start. To check 

on the possibility of additional harmful side reactions, 

only some of the tubes would be tried with glass wool. 

B-4. Sulfite Oxidation in Air 0 \ole had wanted to verify that this 

was actually the main cause of the poor material balance in Set A. 

Consequently, at the time Set B was prepared, some separate tubes 

co!ltaining only so3= solution (of the concentration used in Set A) were 

also readied. Two of these were heated in the oil bath, the third 
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simply left at room temperature., The results of these determinations 

are given-in Table 4...;2: 

Tube 
No., 

1' 

2 

j, 

(a) 

Illlil (a) 
Final 

0.,554 

0.557 

0.,562 

Table 4-2 

Oxidatio~ of so3:: _by . .A_lr 

mm(a) Percent 
Initial Loss 

0.,982 44 

0.,982 43 

O.o982 4.3 

Days 

17 

27 

27 

Total number millimoles so
3

:: per 10 ml solution 

Tempo 
oc 

123 

123 

Room Temp., 

Comparing these 43 to 44percent losses with the 32 to 48 percent 

losses of Set A9 it seems safe to conclude that air oxidation of the 

so3g, is indeed the principal cause of the poor material balance. It 

should also be noted that heating had no apparent effect on the na terial 

balancep Le"2' that this side reaction is essentially comple~e in twenty

seven days at room temperature;., Future tubes should therefore be made 

up excluding air at the time of fillings (and.~> for safetyvs sake, 

reducing the total volume of any gas over the solutions in. the tubes.,) 

Note g There is no real reason to believe that this side reaction has 

interfered with establishing the proper K0 ; nevertheless, on general 

principles, it is wise to prevent it .. 

Set C., -· 
Haterials .and Conditions 

(
so ""' ) 
s2~3= i 

initially either o or oo 
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0.2 li with approximately 5 m1 argon 

25 ml s2o
3
= 0.2 ~with approximately 5·ml argon 

Ag;f: Sample (3), Section A,..~ (d) 

Ag: s·ee Section A~, (c) 

Temperature: 123° ± 0.5 until 38th day, then ± 1.5° until 

the 56th day o On the 56th day the m~cury regula tor broke and the 

tempera·ture was ± two degrees for two days. On the 66th day, when tre 

stirring belt broke, the temperature went up to 136° and was not properly 

regulated for two days. After this 9 the temperature was again 123~ ± 0.5 

until the end of the run. For the purposes of this set, these temperature 

excursions are unimportanto To prepare these and future sets where glass 

wool was used, it was placed in the lower part or the 30 em test tube 

before the constriction was blown. The solids were added9 then the 

liquid, and after sealing.,; the tube was well shaken so that the solids· 

were thoroughly dispersed throughout the glass wool, -- like snow on 

the branches Of a Christmas tree. The results are given in Table 4-3. 
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Tab.le· 4-.3 

Equilibrium Measurements;, Set C 

Tub$ Glass mm (a) mm (a) .. · Percent 
Hoo D~lay . Wool Finai Initial Loss 

1 1 1/3 rlr· 0,.999 1~063 6.o 11 ro 3lo53 
•' 

2 l/.3hr 0,.997 1 0 063 6.,2 35 00 19o04 
) 

1.063 .. 76 ) no 1.070 ··o .. o 00 18"38 

4 0~-966' 1.012 4.5 11 0 1.,97 

5 no 1 .. 005'. . 1'.,012 b/7 15 0 1.61 
. ' 

6 i 0.952 ·, le012 5.9 35 0 6.,42 

7 1 .no 1~011 
I 

1 .. 012 ,0'11 76 0 7.,57 

(a) Total··milliinoles o:r.so3:: + s 0 = 
23. per 5 ml solution 

'• " 

For other definitions.-- see Section B..:l 
•.· " 

')'.· 

-~· ' 
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Comments·. 

Some striking features are immediately apparent upon studying this 

table. In the first place, when no glass wool was used, within experi-

mental error, the material balance is practically perfect, even after 

76 days heating. (The seeming slight increase of material in tube No. 3 

has no real significance.) This means that in the absence of glass wool, 

all significant side reactions have been eliminated. Further tests for 

any other species such as s4o6=, s=, etc., were not deemed worthwhile 

in view of this result. 

The comparison of reaction rates, both with and without glass wool, 

can best be made from a study af tubes No.' s 4 and 5. The Kc for No. 

5, after being in the oil four days longer than No. 4 (36 percent 

longer) still is considerably lower than that for No. 4. (The difference 

between 1.61 and 1.97 is significant, for in this region of values, the 

ratio so3=;s
2
o
3
= changes much more slowly than it does for larger values 

of the constant. There, only a small change in the number of moles of 

s2o
3
= present in the solution, appearing in the denominator of the 

fraction, makes a big change in the ratio). By this same argument, the 

K for No. 7 has increased relatively little over that for No. 6, far 
. a . 

the tube having been in the oil more than twice as long. Thus, the 

advantage of glass wool in this·respect is clearly established. 

However, an additional complication has been added by the use of 

glass wool; namely, the significantly poorer material balance. The 

presence of some surface-induced side reaction immediately suggests 

itself for an enormous amount of additional surface is present when 

glass wool is used; for the purposes of this study, the most important 

question is not so much what is the side reaction, but whether it inter

feres with the values of Kco This can best be determined by measuring 
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a- unique K09 both from above and below.9 w:i. th and w:i. thout glass wool$ and 

then comparing the values. 

It should also be observed that several of the tubes had a faint 

i..rhitish deposit on the top part of the inside glass surface., . Possibly 

this was more prevalent in the tubes containing glass wool~ though not 

definitely S0 0 Some of' it may have been caused by the direct heat 

necessary during tm sealing process., 

The results of Set G$ combined with those of Set B" have further 

narrowed the probable limits of K,. to the range 11,.0 to 18o4 at 123° 
. ·- . - '4 . 

(at this ionic strength .. ) Another factor now seems apparent; the 

reaction rate probably cannot be increased much further without the 

construction of some sort of heavy duty shaker~ which also would likely 

require reconstruction of the oil bath.. Ho1rev~r 9 knowing the above 

. limits on Kci' the same effect ought to be realized by maldng up future 

tubes having initial ratios of s_o
3

'•=js 2o
3

"" straddling this range instead 

of with the values o and ooheretofore used. 

1~terials and Conditions 

(~6:~t 
so <= 

3 
s· o ·, 

2 3 
AgzS· 

Ag 

initially spaced in range 10 to 22 

0 .. 2 MJ . About 35 ml total vd th 
0 .. 2 ~ . 

Sample (3)» Section A-4~ (d) 

See Section A-4~ (c) 

10 ~~ 
15 ml A 

(An earlier version of the so3"" delivery apparatus pictured 

in Figure 4 was used ~or the firs~ time with this set.,) 

Temperature~ 1.fuen the stirring belt broke on the fourth 

dayp the temperature rose to 136°9 and regulation was not established until 
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the fifth day; otherwise, for the first forty days, the temperature was 

123° ± 0.5°. From the 41st to the 55th day it averaged about two degrees , 

higher. The mercury regulator broke again, but was replaced in a few 

hours. From the 6lst to the 67th day, it averaged about 130°1 even going 

as high as 135.5°. This was due to the bath's rapidly becoming nearly 

completely tarred up. During this time large gradients existed in the 

bath and at two remote spots, the temperature was as much as 35° lower. 

However, from the location of the equilibrium tubes with respect to the 

temperature pattern in the bath, I would judge that the tubes were not 

appreciably influenced by these low temperatures, but rather reflected 

fairly closely the high values described above. This temperature 

situation is significant in the interpretation of the equilibrium. 

results., For details and results af' this set, see Table 4-4. 
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Table 4-4 

Eguilibrium'Heaslirementsp Set D 

mm(a) mm (a) Percent eo=~ Tube Glass Days in ~~i Kc 
No. Delay Wool Final Initial Loss Bath 

1 1 1/4 hr., no 1.,052 1.,087 3.2 64 10 .. 8 16.73 

2 1/2 hr. yes 1.,029 1.,087 5.3 67 10.8 16.,05 

3 1 h:t' .. no 1 .. 083 1 .. 089 0.,5 68 15 .. 5 15.47 

4 1/3 hr. yes 1 .. 000 1 .. 089 8.,2 68 15 .. 6 12.,25 

5 3/4 hr .. no 1.,066 1 .. 090 2.,2 64 19.,2 17 .. 45 

6 1 1/4 hr., yes 1.,005 1.090 7,.8 67 19 .. 0 16 .. 50 

7 1 1/2 hr. no 1.,069 1.090 1 .. 9 68 20.,5 16.,64 

8 1 hr., yes 1.064 1.,090 2.4 68 21.5* 16.,66 

Average of all but No., 4~ •. ' 
a ::~ ,~ :16."50 

(a) Total millimoles of so3~ + s2o
3
= per 

±.,42 
5 m1 solution 

(*) Estimated 

For other definitions =- see Section B-1~ 
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Comments. 

The first feature that catches the eye in Table 4-4 is the nearly 

constant values of Kc• Since half of these approach equilibrium from 

each side, and furthermore, half the runs were made with glass wool, 

the value Kc = 16.50 ± .42 (average of seven of the eight runs) looks 

like a good equilibrium constant at this ionic strength. At least it 

would appear safe to say that the use of glass: wool does not cause 

any significant shift in the Kc values, thus answering one of our 

problemso (There are some minor qualifications to this, which will be 

discussed below). 

Again, we find the result that the tubes without glass wool 

shovred a considerably better naterial balance (2 percent average loss) 

than those with glass wool (7.1 percent average loss, not considering 

the estimated Tube 8 result). Furthermore, the spread in sulfite 

concentration during initial standardization was greater than the 

average loss where no glass wool was used, so again we can confirm the 

fact that there are no important side reactions for these tubes. One 

further remark about glass vrool, -- whatever side reaction accompanies 

its use appears to produce alkali. Tubes containing it were noticeably 

pinker to phenolphthalein than those without. 

The big uncertainty in these results is what temnerature to use. 

In answering this question, we probably also have the answer to the 

minor variations noted in Kc• As Kc changes with temperature, we might 

expect the tubes containing glass wool to be able to follow these changes 

much more quickly. The. tube that came out of the bath last· (No. 4) did 

contain glass wool and had been exposed to a significantly higher 

temperature for six out of the preceding seven days. Tube No. 5, vThich 

was out first and four days earlier and did not contain glass wool, 
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would probably.reflect the average lower temperature it had seen most 

of the time. The fact, that No. 4 had the lowest K0 of tre eight, with 

No. 5 hav.ing the highest, would then be consistent i-Tith the equilibrium 
•·· ' 

constant decreasing i-lith temperature; (which later tu:rns out to be 

precisely the. case)., This argument should not be carried nmch further 

to a.·ttempt to e:Kplain.all the minute variations~ for in the first place 

the exact temperature is not lm:mm as a function of time at every spot 

in the bath.; I do believe, ho\vever, that qualitatively this explana.,., 

tion fits the facts~. (and furthermore explains the discrepancy between 

these results ahd thbse at Set E.,). 

All that it seems safe to say about the temperature to accompany 

the rather·well-:-defin:ed K0 =:16.50, is that it is not exactly lmown, 

but that it is very likely s.omewhat. higher than 123°' due to higher 

bath temperatUre during the final week before analysis., It would be 

desirable, far this reason, to redetermine the constant at a well

established temperature near 123° •• 
I 

There is another reason for further work at this temysrature. 

The parenthetical qualification 11at this ionic strength" has crept 

into the ·discussion several tim.es. and implies that we do not lmow 

Kc as a function of ionic strength. Since it "t-rould be definitely 

desirable ·to have .such knowledge» it was decided to make a final run 

at this temperature to remove uncertainties in both the quantities 

T and p.. 

B-7. Set E 

Materials and Conditions 

(
so3= ·)·· 

. 82°3= i 
Initially ranging from 12 to 21 at 
high and medium p; 1 and 2 at lmv-er )lo 
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= so3 : 0.2 M 

5z03 = :f 0. 2 M} 
0.2 M 

Total volumes of 40 -- 4 7 ml 
made up from these starting 
materials {and water) to give 
groups at three ionic strengths; 
additional small air space over 
tubes filled with argon 

Various different samples as indicated 

See Section A-4, (c) 

The complete sulfite delivery apparatus shown in 

I-4 

Temperature: Proportional controller now installed. 

Temperature for this set can be considered 122. 5 ± 0. 5° C as a function of 

time and position in bath. Sludge formation in the bath prevented new 

regulator from exercising more exact control. 

Glass wool was now us·ed for all tubes. 

Argon atmosphere when analyzing tubes. 

Details and results are given in Table 4.-5. 



Table 4-5 

Equilibrium HeasuremEmts:~·Set E - (12·2.5° C) 
. - ~ . t ) Tube 

. (a) mrn(a) Percent Days in )l(b) .·. A ·,s . so3~.-. ·. ·. . mm . g, -
Group No. Delay Final . Initial Loss Bath (Molarity) (See2A~4, _d) .s2o3F :i Ko 

1 1 hr., 0~831 . 0~991 16.1 64 0•~595 . (4) 19.4 . 17;971 
2 1 1/2 hr. 0.912 .991 8.0 64 0.,595 (3) 13.0 17.95 Av 

I . . . 17 .,96 
.3 5/6 hr. 0.855 .991 14.3 63 0.595 . (4) 20.3 17 .. 95 

· ..... 

4 1 1/2 hr. 0.891 .991' 10.1 63 0.595 (4} 13 •. 2 18.84 

.5 3/4 hr.; 0.324 • 429 21~.5 64 0.257 (4) 21.1 . 18.83 

6 1 hr. 0.350 •• 425 17.5 62 0.255 (3) 20.5 Mo/J( I r:t • . f:J 
7 1 1/3 hr.,· 0.324 .429 2L~-o5 64 0.258 (4) 13.0 17.55 Av D 

.· . 17.46 
8 1 3/4 hr. 0.347 .429 19.2 62 0.,257 (4) 12.9 

... ;,9 1 hr. 0.,1030 • .172 40.0 62 0.103 (4) 1.10 31.86 

lO 3/4 hr. o.062o .135 54.1 63 0.081 (4) 2.28 
III 

11 1 1/2 hr., 0.,1197 .. 173 30.6 63 0.104 (2) 1.11 ·16.82~.v 

12 1/2 hr. 0,.0930 .136 31.7 63 
.16.,89 

0.082 (2) 2.29 16.83. 

(a) Total millimoles of so3~ + S20J~ per 5 ml solution 

(b) Ionic strength based on initial material added (See texts- Section B-7) 

For other definitions ~- see Section B~l 8 r 
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Connnents. 

For some unknown reason, one value for Kc out of four is notably 

different from the other three at each of the three ionic strengths. 

I can find no likely factor common to just these three determinations, 

so the explanation remains a mystery. However, the internal agreement 

among the remaining three tubes in each ionic strength group varies 

from good to exceptionally good, so the anomalous value is rejected' 

in each case, and the averages based on the other three. 

Unfortunately due to an error in making up the tubes of Group III, 

equilibrium was only approached from one side. However, there is no 

apparent reason for thinking they are not at equilibrium. For example, 

No. 11 and No. 12 had initial ratios differing by mare than a factor 

of t-vro, yet their final Kc' s agree well. Also the value from No. 11.0 

is in good agreement, yet has near~ twice the material percentage 

loss of No 0 11 or No. 12. Finally the trend of decreasing Kc -vrith 

decreasing;u appears well established from the results of Groups I 

and II, and these results of III give a nice qualitative fit with 

those from I and II. Consequently, it will be assumed that the tubes 

of each group have come to equilibrium with a value of Kc given by 

the average for the group, at the average p. The latter assumption 

implies a somewhat greater uncertainty in this average point for 

Group III than for Groups I and II, because of the larger spread 

in the .individual p values. 

The problem now immediately presents ·itself: What value of p 

should be chosen? The values tabulated in Table 4-5 are based on the 

amount of initial material put into the tubes, and clearly the per

centage loss shows that much of the starting material is no longer 

present at the time of analysis in the form of so3- or s2o
3
=. This 
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means that whatever side reaction is taking place may be accompanied by 

an :unkl:lawn change in ionic strength o ' . 
. ,· . . . 

·. :LOoking at the most precise data for a moment.~~ that of Group r.~~ we 
·.: . ,· ·. . ·I . · .. 

see· .essentially rio ·change in ·K vli th ·a change in percentage material loss 
- ·, ·... . . . . . . c -' . -· . .. ' 

• from·. 16.ol to 8.•9 o· There 'is ·_little reason~ thenll why there should be any 
-·-- . ' ....... I , ·' - . • 

difr'e~ence m going .froni 8 percent to 0 percent loss., Likewise in Group 

III~ in goirig r:r'om 5401 percent to 30.,6 percent loss_p there is little)) 

if any real change in Kc,. Therefore,, it seemS safe and reasonable to 

selecitthe p based :on initi~l material added to the tubes» rather than 

that ba~ed ~tithe a.~iyzed quantities of s2o3~ and so
3

"", considering 

them to be the only ionic species presento 
:, • • J • r. . . 

: w~., should :not~' from thes~ results that. K (average) from Group I 
c 

' " 

is some~hat higher than the K
0 

·(average) from s~t Dl) for the same 

ionic .strength., Final,·:d:tsoussion· ~f this _point_w·ill_be reserved for 

. Se~tion D _until afte~· we ·ha~e conside:r'ed the results from Set F., 
: . . . ' ' . 

··Another point worth noting is the relatively poor niaterial balance 

for tubes where air has been excluded.? even for tubes 1.-Tith glass wool., 
. . . . . . 

-. Direct comparison can be mde for Group I with Set D. Here we see a-

possible correla. tion with the sample of Ag2S used.\) for Tube No.. 2 using 

the same Agt sa.Iilple as was 'used ~or Set D is the only one in Set E:-I 

that ha,s a compai·ably. small material loss., Ho>..rever ~ the important 

feat'ure is that Tub~s E;..l andE~:3 have K _vs agreeing with that of E-2~ 
. ' ' . ... . .... · ('J . 

which is what we are rea.lly interested ino 
' ·. 1 ' . I , ' 

. One final feattire of Set E··is that the titration volumes ware 

larger than for any previous sets as a result of the use of o.ol M I -. .. . ... . 3 

for some of th,e analyseso This may account in part for the higher 

precision with these resultso Alsoj> starting with this set, the tubes 

were broken open for analysis and the pipeting done in an atmosphere 

r 
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of argon. 

c. Equilibrium Sets at Other Temperatures. 

Materials and Conditions 

initially o or oo 

: 0.2 M 
These-solutions were diluted with 
H20 to make t~e tubes of lower p 

Ag2S Different samples indicated. 

Ag See Section A~4, (c). 

Sulfite delivery apparatus, Figure 4, used 

All tubes with glass vrool 

Analyses were done in an atmosphere of argon 

Temperature: Proportional controller regulator used, 

set for 195°. On the 11th day, the temperature rose sharply, the oil 

having become too tarry for further use. By the 14th day new oil was 

installed and the bath regulating again. This temperature excursd.o;L, 

up to 238° C for a short time, could not have affected the value 

obtained for K
0

, for it vras too brief, too long before the analyses, 

were made (three weeks), and reaction rates are certainly rapid enough 

at this temperature to cause quick readjustment in K , once control bad c 

again been restored. 

In the additional three weeks time the oil was just about again at 

the point where it 1-~ould be unusable for .further work. A. time-position-

tem:t:erature study of .tre bath showed, hovrever1 that for Tube No. 1, the 

temperature should be 195.0°1 good to ± one degree. For Tube No. 21 the 

temperature might be somewhat lower, though probably not by an impcr tant 

amount. 
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It, was felt to be safe to make up these solutions with initial 

ratios of 0 13,nd ooinstead of nearer a fi:qal equilibrium value (as was 

done for Sets D and E), since the reactions must be much faster at this 

higher temperature~ Furthermore, at the time these tubes were made up9 

the temperature coefficient of the reaction was not known, so it was 
. ' 

next to impossible to predict what the final K would be at this c 

temperature.. (When Tubes 1 and 2 were removed from the oil bath, a 

heavy whitish deposit was coated on the inside of the glass, like 

paint., This was not noticed on Tube_; No. 3 (whose Kc was erroneous~. 

For details of the set., see Table 4-6. 

Comni.ents., 
I 

The explanation for only three results appearing in Table 4-6 

undoubtedly lies largely in the brief temperature excursion up to 

238° described above, for a total of fourteen tubes was actually 

placed in the bath.. A quick reference to the vapor pressure tables 

reveals that for water, p = 13 .. 8 atmospheres at 195° c, and p "' 

31 .. 9 atmospheres at 238° c.. The remarkable thing to me is that any 

of these glass tubes failed to explode when they were subje~ted to 

an internal pressure of 32 atmospheres~ and I consider it fortunate 

that even three results were obtained. The explosion-sounds of only 

one or two tubes were actually heard., 



Table 4-6 

Equilibrium Heasurements Set F _(195°) 

- Ag~- (so 3= ) 
Group 

I 

II 

III 

Tube 
No. 

1 

2 

3 

Delay 

1 3/4 hr. 

1 hr. 

3 1/3 hr. 

- (a) mm 
Final 

.880 

.378 

.0446 

1ii:in (a) 

Initial 

1.018 

.434 

.1001 

Percent 
Loss 

13.5 

12.9 

55.4 

Days in p(b) 
Bath (Molarity) 

36 

36 

37 

.611 

.261 

.o6ol 

(a) Total millimoles of so
3
= + s2o

3
= per 5 ml solution 

(see A-4, d) \s2o3= i 

(2) 

(2) 

(4) 

co 

f) 

0 

(b) Ionic strength based on initial material added (See text, Section B-7) 

For other definitions -- s.ee Section B-1. 

Kc 

9.74 

9.58 

23.19 

I 
\.11 
l\) 

I 

'JI 
~ 
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Luckilyp values of K0 were obtained approachirtg equilibrium:.£1"'-0m both 

sides, and the agreement between- Tubes 1 and- 2 looksc quite encouragingo 

Tube Noo 3 is .certainly off, as is apparent both from these data and .from 

the data at other temperatureso The reason for this is unknownll but it 

niay be connected with the low ionic strength along with the .f'a~t that it 

was made using the poorest quality AgzS sample. With the small total 

amount of' s2o3~ initially in the tube and a large excess of Ag2s solidll 

enough impurity coUld indeed be present to prevent establishment of' the 

proper K
0

• (There was less na terial present in Tube 3 than in any other 

tube of any set. Note that the poorest material balance was obtained 

of any tube in any set.) Although the previous work has indicated that 

this need not affect the K
0 

result, it con~eiva~ly could in certain 

M,seso .Note also that a titration volume of less than one ml appears 

in the denominator ar the ratio for. K0 whereas for Tubes 1 and 2 the 

volumes were greater than 16 ml.il so this is added reason to discount 

the K from Tube 3o c . 

The question remains of' interpreting ionic strength effects for 

this seto Judging from the results of Set E"' Kc from Noo 2 should be 

lower than that .from Noo 19 and this is indeed the caseo However9 as 

discussed above"' the temperature is somewhat less' for Noo 2 than for 

Noo ll1 so if No,. 2 were actually at a lower temperaturep the smaller 

K
0 

might not be enough smallero Since the temperature is relatively 

more certain for No. 1, I feel the soundest procedure is to consider 

for the results of this setl1 K
0 

= 9o 74 at p. :o 0.611., T == 195o0 ± 1° C9 

and then to· extrapolate this value to p = 0 by some theoretical 

procedure.9 based on tre experimental variation of K
0 

with p which was 

determined from the results a:t 122.5° o · See Section E for the 

continuation of this discrussion. 
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Materials and Conditions 

Same as for Set &; the two sets were made up at the same 

time. 

Temre ra ture. 25.0° ± 0.1°. As read on a Beckmann 
- --. 

thermometer. This set was on a vigorous mechanical shaker in the 25° 

water bath, having a mercury temperature regulator and an ordinary well-

type stirrer. The shaker was shut down for minor repairs during the run, 

but this should not affect the results. 

The details are given in Table 4-7. 

Comments. 

The variation in f between No. 3 and No. 4 results from an excess 

of so
3
= solution having been added to No. 4 when it was made up. 

The evident feature of Table 4-6 is that 8.11 the initial ratios-

were tcio small, but as was explained for Set F, this could hardly have 

been predicted. The important question, however, is ..rhether the highest 

Kc = 77 really represents equilibrium conditions. A decision on this 

point should probably not be made on the basis of these data alone. _It 

is unfortunate that the initial ratios for Group III of Set F suffered 

the same error that Group III'of E did, having been prepared at the 

same time. Quite likely, solutions this dilute would come to equilibrium 

under the conditions of this set, if their initial ratios had been as 

high as 20. 

There is one bit of evidence from the equilibrium measurements 

themselves that might be considered. It is rath~r well established from 

a consideration of all the sets that the more dilute solutions approach 

equilibrium much more rapid~ than the concentrated ones. One inter-

pretation of this is that the number of moles of s2o3
= that must be 



Table 4=7 

Eguilibrium Heasurements Set G. (22°} 

Tube (a) mm(a) Percent so =(b) Days in _ /c) - Pi.g;!f (S0 3 e) lllTil, 

nff~ K Group No., Final Initial Loss Bath (Hola.ritY) (See A=4r- d) s
2
o
3
= i . c 

I 1 Oo917 .991 7o5 .027 105 o595 (4) 19o6 42o4 

2 .890 .991 10.3 .027 105 o595 (3) 13.1 19.5 -
·II 3 .382 o429 11~0 ~015 105 o258 (3) 21.;0 77.0 

4 ,.478 .520 8.,2 .,019 105 .312 (2) 18 0 6 59.5 

III 5 .1041 ol358 23o3 .018 104 .,081 (2) 2.28 . 3 .. 39 

6 ,.0928 .,1363 31.,9 .026 104 .082 (4) . 2.30 5,,{)3 - g 
\J't 

(4) 1.46 : 
\J't 

7 .1355 0 1778 23.8 .026 104 .107 1.18 a 

8 .. 1414 .1728 1806 .020 104 $104 (2) 1.11 1.30 

(a) Total mi1limoles in 5 ml 

(b) Refers to the number of mi1limoles ofS2o
3

=$ alone~ in 5 ml of thefinal solution minus the number 
in 5 ml of the starting solutiono 

(c) Ionic strength based on initial material added 

For other definitions$ See Section B-1 

)i 
~ 
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converted to so
3
= roughly determine this speed, where equilibrium is being 

approached from the low so3= sideo Of course, then, the effects of glass 

wool, etc., must be about the s~e on all the tubes being considered for 

this argument to be valido To put this in a slightly different way, for a 

series of tubes all removed from equilibrium, we might expect a constant 

amount of s2o3~ to be converted to so
3
= in a given time, irrespective of 

the different starting concentrations ofS2_o
3

= o 

All the tubes in Set G were on the shakers approxL~tely the same 

period of time~ (and all used glass wool)o Looking for the moment at 

the column "S2o 
3
= dif o" in Table 4-7, most of these values are the same 

to an order of magnitude at least.. This is true even though the amount 

of starting material varies by as much as a factor of J7J between tubes 

of the set 0 However, a smaller amount of s
2
o

3
= was converted in Tube 

Noo 3 than in any other tube of the set, which is consistent with the 

idea that equilibrium actually has been reached for Tube No .. 3 .. 

Furthermore, this smaller loss of s
2
o
3
= did not result simply from a 

particularly good over-all material balance, for the material balance 

for Tube Nco 3 is the poorest of any of the four tubes in the high and 

medium ionic strength groups 0 

Because of other factors involved, this is not a conclusive argu-

mento Perhaps the best way to judge the value K
0 

= 77 at 25° is to 

use it on the presumption that it is really an equilibrium value, and 

see lvhat conclusions this leads to., There may then be some independent 

check onttiese cqnclusions, which would therefore serve as a check on 

K0 == 77 (± 4)~ The uncertainty± 4 is estimated from the analytical 

procedure, for with such a large ratio1 titration volumes, even using 

.. 01 H 1
3
- for analysis, are getting quite smallo (This would not 

limit the accurate determination by this procedure af such a K0 far 
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the higher ionic strengthsp however~ for _more mat~r,i~-~-,is .then present 

to titrate .. ) The consequences· of using this Kc fqr 25~ ar~ _ give_n in 

Chapter 6$ A-2 and B 

The results ~ Set G do suggest that under experimental conditions 

similar to these, equilibriuni might well be established from both sides 

and measured accurately at 25°.in three to four· months time$ especially 

if starting ratios of say 50 and 200 dr 50 and 400 were used., This 

should be quite a sure wa.y. to get a value of 6F298 fq:- the reac~ion.ll 

not involving an extrapolation of high temperature data.. 

D., Summary of ·Eguilibrium Results 

In Section B-7 we deferred until later a choice for K
0 

at 123°,.....-

between 16.,50 from Set D and 17.96 f!'om SetE for the same ionic 

strength.. The fa.ct that the 16.,50 value cou:ld easily be representative 

of a somewhat higher temperature was also discussed. Since the trend 

of decreasing K
0 

with increasing temperature has now been defin~tely 

established, this would nicely explain the lower value 16.,50~ and pro~ 

vide good reason to reject it in favor of the value 17.96. 

Our equilibrium results are summarized in Table 4~8 .. 

Correction of K at 19,2.., The value K == 9. 74 a:t 195° is the - a ·- - · c 

equilibrium constant for the reaction involving Ag
2
s (p) which is the 

farm stable at this temperature. Since Ag2S (a) is the stable form 

at 122 .. 5° and 25°, we should correct for .this in order to have the 

K0 
1 s at different temperatures refer to the same reaction. The 

~ransition temperature for the two solids is 179° C (452 .. 16° K) at 

which temperature 6Ft = Oe At 195° (468.16).1> rans., 

!
68.,16 

ilF468 ~ ilF452- 68trans~T 

452 .. 16 
(4-5) 
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For all practical purposes over this small temperature range, AS 
trans. 

is constant, and has the value given by: 

D.S: = D.H 
trans. trans. 

• (4-6} 
Ttrans. 

Writing the transition reaction: 

(4-7) 

AHt = -1050, whence from (4-6) 1 A&t = -2.32 e.u. rans. rans. 

From equation (4-5), t:.F468 = 0 + (2.32)(16) = 37 cal./mole. Choose 

now the activity of Ag-;f (a.) = 11 which is our convention··for the other 

two temperatures. From the relation: 

D.F 
4
_7 (468) = RT ln ..]. 

aj3 (4-8) 

we calculate aj3 = 0.9610 at 468.16. We can therefore correct our--~c 

at 195° G to K~, where 

Kt = 
c (

so= \ 

s2B3= J 

or K1 = (9.74)(0.9610) = 9.360. 
c 

(4-9) 

We should use this value for all f'Uilther thermodynami-c calculations. 

It has been inc.luded in Table 4-8. 



...__ 

T °C 

122.5 ± 0.,5 

195.0 ± 1 

25.,0 ± 0.,1 

}l(a) 
(Holarity) 

0.595 

0.257 

0.,0886 

o.611 

0.258 

Table 4-8 

Summar~ of Equilibrium Results 

Kc 

17 0 96 

17 .. 46 

16.,89 

9o74(b) 

9.36o(c) 

77 .. 0 

Number of Determinations 

Av. of 3 from each side td th 
other confirmation 

Avo of 3 from each side 

Av .. ar 3 from each side 

1 from each side 

1 one side only 

Ionic strength based on initial material added (See textll Section B=,7) 

Reliability 

Very< good 

Good - very good 

Good (Hore un
certainty than 
for those above) 

Fair ~ good 

Not yet finally 
evaluated 
(See Chapt 0 · 6-B) 

(a) 

(b) This value is the actual experimental value whe~_ the Ag2S involved in the ~eaotion is in the 
form stable at 195° C1 namely the !3 form. Since the a. form is stable at the other two _ 
temp:lratures~ a correction must be applied before directly compuing the K

0 
valuese (See (c) below) 

(c) This :i.s the value K6 CJorrected in Section D~l as described in (b)., It is the value that should be 
used in all future thermodynamic calculations., 

/ 

a 
\Jt 

'f 

)i 
~ 
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D-2. Influence of Side Reactions. It was determined that side 

reactions, while generally present when glass wool was used (even in 

the absence of oxygen) 1 had no appreciable effect on the values of ~0 
selected. It was also determined that use of glass wool and of various 

different starting materials caused no systematic changes in K • 
c 

E. Extrapolation of ~e Values to· Infinite Dilution. 

Before proceeding further, let us reexamine the equilibrium 

equation: 

A ;j3 + SO = = g (a) . 3 (p) 

i 

(4-10) 

Where f _ and fs 0 = are the activity coefficients for so3= and s 2o
3
= 

so-, 2 3 
3 

respective~, with concentrations in moles/liter. It is often assumed 

that the size of an ion and its charge are the important facts 

determining the activity coefficient in solutions of a given ionic 

strength. since so3= and s2o3= have the same charge and since their 

sizes in solution;· probab~ do not differ greatly, we vmuld suspect 

that the two activity coefficients in the same solution were approxi-

mately equal and that therefore K would not be a rapidly varying c . 

function of concentrationo A glance at the data for 122.5° in Table 

4-8 confirms this. Nevertheless, since this relatively small effect 

appears to be quite real, it must be considered, and a decision 

made on how best to convert these Kc values to a K0 at infinite 

dilution. 
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An immediate consequence of.the. (iec:r:easi;ng_Kc w.ith decreasing y. at 

122o5°. is t.ha~ by equation 4-10, fso
3
= is .smaller .than. fs2o3= • We will 

return to this point shortly. 

A form of extended Debye-Huckel expression for aqueous activity 

coefficients· that has frequentzy been used is the following. 
21"' 22 

log f. = 
~ 

-S'{f 

1 +A{f 

r = ("ional concen:trationrt) o:: .Z Ci:?li 2 ;, . 2 f (molarity) 

ci= concentration in.moles/liter for ith ion, 

,zi = charge on i th ion 

1.283 X 10
6 

s = (111':) 3/2 · .. 
2 z: 

i 

D = Dielectric constant of solvent. T in ° K. 

A = 35.,57 

(Dl' )l/2 

(4-11) 

(4-13} 

(4-14) 

·a.= effective diameter of hydrated ion in angstrom units. 
~ . 

No experimental value for the dielectric constant cf. water was 

innnediately available for 122o5° or 195°1 but a calculation at' these 

values· was kindly made for me by Alder and Harris23 from an: extrapolation 

of their theoretical expression that well reproduces the experinental 

data in the range 0 - 100° G. These values together with the value;:: 

21 
at 25° are reproduced in Table 4-9. 

Table 4-9 

The Dielectric Constant of Water 

78o54 52.3 
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The semi-empirical nature of equation (4-ll) should be stressed. 

Since no one really knows what is the "effective diameter of a hydrated 

ion", the best values for a· are generally determined from a curve-

fitting procedure of experimental activity data, with such an equation. 

There are some independent means to estimate a-values which give general 

agreement, particularly in the relative 
22 

sizes for different ions •. 

Examining equation (4-11) onoe again, we see that for two ions in 

the same solution, identical except for hydrated sizes, the larger one 

would have a larger a-value, (thus by (4-14) a larger A.), and hence a 

larger activity coefficient. OUr e:lq)erimental data require.: tre 

activity coefficient for s· 0 = to be larger, (l[' 8'20 = to be the larger 
. 2 3 3 

ion in solution. This seems to me to be entirely reasonable, though by 

no means· absolute~ certain. (The entropy of so3= is mere negative 

= than the entropy of s2o3 from our results in Chapter 6-B so that 

so3- will bind a larger amount of water~ The scant density data24 

give for the crystalline salt: 

d = 2.12 ; (V = .472~ 

d = 2.63 ; (V = .380) 

One can accurately compare density data only for salts of identical 

crystal structure, -vrhich is not the case here. Nevertheless, it 

seems safe to say that the molar volume of crystalline NazS2o3 is 

larger than that for NazS03• 

The hydrated sizes are another thing {l;ge.in. Ex~rience has 

shmm that the smaller monatomic ions in solution often behave as if 

their relative aqueous sizes are quite different from their relative 

crystal sizes, presumab~ because of greatly different degrees of 

hydration. On the other hand, for the larger ions, particularly 

polyatomic ones, the radii in solution generally appear in the ~ 
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relative order as in the crystalline state. The presumption here is that 

' 
all such large ions are hydrated to a smaller. extent and that changes· in 

. . 
crystal size will have less change on the degree of hydration, so that 

the relative sizes. in the crys·tals will determine relative sizes in 
. 25 . . . 

solution. (Bernal and Fowler gave arguments that, · even for doubl:e 

negatively charged polyatomic· ions, ·'hydration effects would be minor.) 

What this is all leading up to is a criticism of the a-values for 

S'20 = and so
3
= tabulated by Kie1land

22
, i.e., ago = = 4 .. 5 and as·2o

3
= 

3 .. . 3 
= 4.0. Many of the a-values that he tabulates are based on several 

different types of calculation, as well as on experimental data., 

Howeveril trere is no indication of where the values for s 2o
3
= and SO = 

.. · . 3 
came from, or even why SO = was chosen "larger" :than_ .s2_03= (and larger 

' 3 . . . .... ' · .. 
than so

4
=, also.? f'or which he lists a = 4.0). It should be clear then 

that if we are to use equation 4-11 to .extrapolate the results, his 

values for L~ should not be u:sed, for they conflict with _the experi

mental observation that fs2o
3
= ) fso 

3
=• The approximate magnitudes 

a 
of the .a v s my be all right,. Since it appears that S' 0 = should 2 3 ·. 

a 
be larger than. so

3
=, we will arbitrarily reverse Kielland's order and 

a ~ a · 
select s 2o3- = 4 .. 5 and SO = = 4.,0. This is not done under the . 3 . . 

illusion that a strict theoretical interpretation can be placed on 

these a-values., The whole procedure should rather be looked upon as . 

a convenient way of extrapolating our experimental data in accordance 

with a semi-theoretical, s_emi-empirical procedure, with the .final test 

being how it workS with the data. Alsop the experience accumulated in 

the use and interpretation of equations like (4-11) may allow us to 

suggest that the exr,erimental data are evidence that aqueous thio--

sulfate ion is 111arger" than aqueous sulfite ion,. Note that since we 

are only interested in the ratio of the two activity coefficients, the 
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absolute values of the a's we choose are not so vital, but the values 

relative to each other are, if we are to use this procedure at all. 

The for.m of the equation we will use is: 

log . 
1 

) (4-15) 
I+Aso=Jf 

2 3 

. so3= 
From equa. tion (4-10) we have:(. f · 

Log K0 = log Kc + log f (4-16) 
8203= 

which we can combine with equation (4-15) and rearrange to give 

M 

------------------~-~ -- ~ 
log K0 - ~l 1 1 ~-log K0 (4-17) 

\1 + Aso3. VF 1 + As2o3. Jr J -
For convenience in plotting, we ~dll add a term to equation (4-17) 

to give: 

(4-18) 

Actually, such B terms are often added to equations like (4-11) in order 

for them to fit activity data at high ionic strengths. In our caseJl 

where we are dealing with a ratio of activity coefficients (i.e., a 

difference of B values) and only at medium ionic strengths, all variation 

off's with p would probably result from the different a values so we 

omitted the B term originally in equation (4-11).. We will plot 

equation (4-18) as (log Kc - M) vs. r and take the intercept at ( = 0 

B B as log K0 realizing that the slope, ( so
3
= - s2o3=) should be nearly 

zero. {It we had accurate a values and if this theory has any real 

significance, then the value of the slope would be considered a check 

on the application of the above argument.) 
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Before we can make a plot of equation (4-13) we should decide about 

the a-values at other temperatures. Little is lmown .of the temperature 
·, . 26-

dependence of a-values. However, Harned and Ehlers and Harned and 

27 Hecker concluded that the a-values for NaOH and HC1 at least, were 

constant over a considerable range of temr-eratures~ (and concentrations). 

For lack of any further information, we will make the similar assumption 

for s·2o3u:: and so3"" and use the same a~values at all temr-eratures., If' 

the values do change with temperature, some of this change at least 

should cancel because· of the form of equation (4-17) • 

In ~ction B-7 the intention was expressed to base our extrapolation 

to infinite dilution at 195° on the method used at 122.5°. Assume that 

the ~-values (if any) tdll change similarly with temrerature for the 

two ions. This means that for the single points.at both 195° and 25° 

we may calculate and plot values for the left side of equation, (4-13)., 

.B8 B ) 
A line through these pointsll with the same slope, -C' '03~ ~ s2o3=') as 

at 122.5° .1' will then allow extrapoJa tion to K0 values at infinite 

d.ilution in a self-r:::onsistent manner for all three temy:eratures. (Far 

the above arguments regarding size and activity coefficients to be 

valid, this slope should be approximately 01 As discussed above.) 

We can now use the values previously given for T, D, A, z· (,2) 

and Kc, along with the 1rarious assumptions mde, to aalculate the 

quantities in equations (4-17) and (4-13) for the different tempera

tures. These quanti ties are tabula ted in Table 4-10. The quantity 

(log K
0
-M)for the points at 122.5° is plotted against r in Figure 5-a, 

and the value log K
0 

at r = 0 read from the graph. On another graph, 

(log K0-~ was plotted against f for the points at 25° and 195° .. 

Lines were dl:'aw.n through them parallel to the line in Figure 5=ap 

and the log K0
1s read also., These values along with the K0 values 
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are summarized in Table 4~llo' 

Table 4-10 

Quantities in Eguations (4-17) and (4-18) 

s 

25.0 1.432 0.515 0.930 1.046 1.8865 0.0294 1.8571 

122.5 1.724 1.123 0.989 l.ll3 1.2543 0.0537 1.2007 
--

122.5 1.724 0.485 0.989 1.113 1.2420 0.0345 1.2059 

122.5 1.724 0.1675 0.989 1.113 1.2277 - 0.0174 1.2103 

195 1.882 1.064 1•018 1.146 0.9713(b)0.0570 0.9143 

(a) Values for r (; 2p(molarity)) were calculated from the concentrations 
at room temperature and the change in density of water with tempera
ture. For these reasonably dilute solutions, the density change of 
water closely approximates that for the solutions. 

(b) 

(c) 

See Equations (4-11) to (4-14) for additional definitions 

Table 4-ll 

K Values as a Function of Temperature -o -

t 0 0 log.K
0 Ko 

25.0 1.862 72.78 

122.5 1.211 16.26 

195.0 0·.924 8.-40 
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It should be noted that Figure 5-a is drawn to quite an expanded 

scale, and that the slope- (B803= -B8203=) is indeed very s~ll., The 

straight line from the graph is at least as good as could be expected~ 

if not too good .. 

A simple plot of log Kc vs ~ was also made for comparison in 

Figure 5-b, and for it not such a good straight line can be drawn., 

1-Jhether the better appearance of Figure 5-a has any real significance 

is hard to sayo However~ in one respect,· the method of Equation (4-18) 

does possess a real advantage, namely by providing a means for extrapo-

lating the data at the other temperatures. It recognizes the fact tbat 

the slope of such a log K
0 

- 6"plot changes with temperature~ and 

thus provides a consistent treatment for all three temperatures" 

Furthermore, the slope of Figure 5-b is somewhat steeper and the 

scatter of the points .greater, so the extrapolation, even at 122,.5° 

is considerably less certain" (The "bestn values obtained from 

Figure 5-b and from drawing parallel lines at the other temperatures~ 

were 72.8, '16.5 and 8.,95 at 25.0, 122o5 and 195.0°.. These are to be 

compared vTith the values in Table 4-llo) As would be indicated from 

the earlier discussion, the use of this method 1.vith Kielland's a-

values makes the plot more uncertain yeto (Of course no meaning 

should be read into the magnitude of the slope in Figure 5-a, for 

it is determined by the a-values we selectedQ) 

In conclusion, we might remark that the problem of correcting 

activity coefficients to different temperatures would be quite 

simple if we only had accurate heat of dilution data (as a function 

of temperature). Very little such data is known, and none has been 

measured for Na2so3, so the method is not useful in this case. 
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Chapter 5 

Oxidation of Na2s2
o3 with Br

3
-

A. Introduction 

Although it was planned to study the temperature dependence of the 

equilibrium constant for the equilibrium reaction (4-2), in order to 
- -

calculate the 6H.f of s2o3
=, we were also aware of the advantages of 

ha.ving an independent check on this quantity and thus, indirectly, on 

the free energy measurements alsoe 

There is not a wide choice of aqueous reactions available which 

would be especially desirable for calorimetric study and suitable for 

obtaining 6H.f for s 2o3=. We concentr?-ted on sea:rching for reactions 

which ~tJould oxidize tl:e s·2o3= to the plus six oxidation state. 

The literature was not too helpful in this respecto I tried to 

find conditions under which such oxidation would be rapid and complete 

with several oxidizing agents, including I0
3
- and Ce+4, but was not 

successful. Work with BrO - showed that 
3 

it might be worth further 

investigation, but the large heat» over 200 kcal./mole, was not 

encouraging. 

28 
Carri~re and Dalpa report so:rre conditions under which the 

products of oxidation, usi~g Io3; are s4o6= and HS0
4
-o Conceivably, 

the use of ClO- would be feasible$ although a rough calculation 

showed that nearly .:3oo kcalo of heat would be evolved per mole of 

s 2o3- oxidized which again means that high calorimetric accuracy 

could not be expectedo Also,~~ the work of M9.ksi.myuk: and Ptitsyn29 

indicated that H2s;was often formed as a side product, although they 

suggested circumstances to circumvent this. They remarked that 

sulfur formed initially and then later redissolved& 
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Thompsen3 and Bichowsk~ both measured the heat of decomposition 

?f s2o3~ in acid solutions (see Chapter 1) but the reaction is not clean 

cut, likely to be slow 1 finely divided sulfi.lr is f.ormed.t~ and in high 

acid concentrations v1here the reaction is most rap:id, numer.ous important 

dilution reactions should also be measured., (See further_discussion 

in Chapter 6, C-1. )· 
= 30 

Permanganate is reported to oxidize s2o3=, to so
4 

, but the un-

certain state of the reduction product or products of. Mn04~ discourages 

its use for a calorimetric s~udy. 

4 -Berthelot used Br
3 

as an oxidizing agent and obtained general 

agr(;)ement with the results of Bichowsky1 and Thompsen .. 3 . However, all 

of these resu;Lts · (in the ::ange LlH£ for s·2o3
"" = -145 to -149 kcalo/mole) 

were being viewed with a suspicious eye~ along with the reactions used 

to arrive at them. There is another report in the literature of the 

ox~ dation of Na2s2o
3 

by Br 2 water to Na2so 4: 1 but· the original article 

was not ava.i).able to check the details. (This was an analytical, not 

a heat study.) An estimation of tre heat of oxidation by Br
3
- gave 

the result 154 kcal/mole; which is still high, but better than the 

other values previously mentionedo 

It was found possible to titrate an aqueous Br
3
- (in dilute HCl) 

solution, with s2o3~ being oxidized to the +6 state, to within 0.,5 

percent of the theoretical yieldo As in the case of ClO-, S first 

precipitated and then redissolved!) with the rates of these processes 

dependent on relative and absolute concentrations. Where a small 

amount of s2o
3
= would react with large excess of Br2 in tre calori-

metric reaction, the oxidation :up to so
4
= should be rapido This 

condition of relative excess could also result in an even mare complete 

oxidation than in our titration above. '(These results generally 
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agreed with Berthelotts4 who also reported that in dilute s
2
o
3
= •lith at 

least a twofold_ excess of Br
3 
-, no sulfur at all precipitated.) 

For lack of any better choice, then, we decided to study the heat, 

of this reaction calorimetrically; it appeared to have at least as good 

a chance of success as any of the reactions considered. 

B. Preparation of Reagents. 

B-·l.N~~~J • 5Ri{(c) and .its_ Reagent Solution • 

. Kolthoff and Sande1119 describe a procedure for making stoichio-

metJ:'iC Naz:> 2o3 o 5H20 crystals, 1.-1hich consists of placing the __ wet 

crystals in a hygrostat over a saturated solution of GaCl . o 6H20 
. 2 

and excess of its solid. Some reagent Naz:> 2o3 • 5H20 was recrystallized 

and dried by suction, then placed in such a hygrostat. Samples were 

withdrawn and analyzed with standard I - solution after varying periods 
3 

of time, with the results shown in Table 5-l. 

Table 5-l 

Composition of Na
2

s:2o
3 

• 5H
2
0(c) 

Number of Days in Hygrostat 

4 8 27 

Number H2o t s in 5.52 5.29 4.92 
Samples 
Analyzed 5o47 5.31 4.79 

When the 27-day samples were removed, there were visible signs 

of decomposition on the surface of many crystals. An attempt was made 

to select the best looking material but Table 5-l shows that this was 

still not too good. GonceivablyJI in some period of time intermediate 

between 8 and 27 days an analysis of 5o00 H2o could be obtained, but 

with decomposition occuring so easily, further tests would be necessary 
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to establish that this ·t;ras not an average figure representing some (Ner-

hydrated and some partially decomposed solido Further examination,of 

the literature _revealed that Foz and Colomina32 had experienced the same 

sort of difficulty and had concluded that preparation of the perfectly 

stoichiometric pentahydrate in this manner was not feasibleo Conse-

quently.s> Ye decided to use aqueous solutions for the calorimetric studyo 

Note~ Samples from various commercial samples of the pentahydrate Yere 

analyzed directly from the bottleo The results from one bottle varied 

from 4o95 to 5.07 watersj) and other older bottles showed 4o93 and 4o83 

waters respectivelyo Thus1 even in previously unopened (older) samples» 

there is some evidence of decomposition 0 . If so
3
= is formed as a de

composition productp this could contribute to the changing titer often 

reported for fresh Na2s2o3 solutions~ until such time as the so3~ had 

been oxidized qy airo 

Such solutions would have some additional advantages for ealari-

metric warko In the first placei it would not be necessary to know 

the heat of solution of the solid salto Secondlyp for a reaction such 

as this 1..rhioh is known to proceed through intermediate products and 

therefore not be "instantaneous"P an aqueous starting material would 

most certainly favor a faster reaction than uould a solido The reagent 

solutions were prepared by dissolving freshly recrystallized wet salt 

in recently boiled distilled water; and their titer was established 

with a standard KI0
3 

solution. 

B-2o Other Reagentso The standard Br3~ solutions were prepared 

by we;Jighing out samples of recrystallizedl KBr03 (described in Part II 

Chapter 2-Bl of this thesis), and adding a weighed excess of dried 

reagent NaBr and a known amount of standard HCl0
4

o Sufficient time 

was allowed (3 1/2 to 17hours$ during which time the solution was 



covered~ ~? insure complete reduction of the KBr0
3

o 

Co Calorimetric Procedureo 
~ - . . - -- . 

The experimental equipment (which was also used for Part II of 

this thesis) has been previously desoribedo33 in the first few runs 

(for which the details are not given in this paper): the sample bulb 

I-5 

was broken by thrusting through it a rod which moved through the center 

of the stirring shaft. The calorimetric heats for three runs (on the 

same sample basis as used for the runs described in this section) 

varied from 133 to 147 calories o It was felt that perhaps the concen-

tration of Br
3
- was insufficient to cause rapid enough oxidation"' so 

another run was J;Srformed in a similar manner, but using more Br
3
-, 

with the resulting heat or 138 oa.lorieso Finally, some runs were 

triedp breaking the sample bulb on the bottom"' with the results

described in the next section6 (159 to 161 calories) The probable 

explanation for this phenomenon lies·in the initial precipitation 

of sulfur described earlier o When the sample is broken with the 

rod"' the solution pressure would immediately force some of the thio-

sulfate high up into the previously dry- stirring sh~ft on the end 

of which t}le bulb was a ttachedo Some of the acJ.:d Br3- solution 

would quickly follow 1 causing precipitation of sulfilr on the inside 

walls of the shaft, but since relatively poor circulation is 

effected in this small part of the apparatus, all the sulfur might 

not dissolve during the runo Some sulfur was noticed on the inside 

walls at the completion of these early runso However"' by breaking 

the bulb on the bottom, this stirring shaft is not immediately 

accessible to the s2o3= solution, so essentially all of it is 

released into a great excess of oxidizing agent which should pro-

mote rapid and complete oxidationo 
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All weights are_redueed to weight in vaeuo. The heats were 

measured at 25.,0° ± 00 5 and are reported in terms of the defined 

calorie" 

D., The Heat ~f ()xidation of S2£2J= W Br3-. 

In this series of runs, 5 ml (weighed) samples of standard 

Na~2o3 solution were broke1;1 into an exeess of aqueous Br 
3
- and 

HC1?4., The details are given in Table 5-2. (Br 
3
- production 

described in previous seetion.,) 

Table 5-2 

The Heat of Oxidation of s~3= with Br 
3
- (Part 19 ) 

Total Grams Grams Grams Moles Moles(a) Qe 
Runs Water Added KBr03 Na.Br HC104 Na~2o3 cal. 

1 1068.9 2.,5851 15.,076 0.,2326 0 0010030 161.,29 

2 n " n " " 159.14 

3 fl ·~ fl tt n 159 .. 46 

4 n " tl n tl 160.46 

I-5 

Av., 160.,09 ± .,8 

(a) The Quantity! in Equation (5-1)., 

The quantity ct0 refers to the actual heat evolved in the 

calorimeter. By the "net" calorimetric reaction, we shall refer to 

reaetion (5-l), the simplest reaction that can be written which includes 

all the neutral ·:sutstances whose concentrations change during the 

reaction. 
I 
I 

; 

------ ··-. 



!; Nat"2o3 + ~ Br2 + Q NaBr3 + 12, NaBr +2/J; H2o + .:§: HClo4· = 
f_ Na2so 

4 
+ ~ NaHSO 4 + Jli. NaClO 

4 
+ lQ!: HBr ( 5=1) 

(Values for the coefficients are given in Tables (5-1) 9 (5-2)» (5-.3) and 

(B + C = 'fl.· F + E = 2A • .Q + ~ := _:?Al,· see text,· ) -
CIII:IQ ~ ~,- - ~'- -

The quantities ! through ~ refer to the number of moles of the different 

species as indicated by the equationo It is understood that these salts 

are considered completely ionized in the aqueous solutiono They are 

written in this form rather than ionized» to emphasize that these are 

the substances present in the solution which will be considered for 

dilution purposes o (Of' oo urse 9 this particular cho:ic e is not necessarily 

unique 9 for since there is also K+ ion in the solution e.g., some of the 

above salts might have been ~itten as potassium salts. However here we 

are not ~JJonsidering the potassium salts as taking part in the rea©tion. 

Naturally» they do contribute to the ionic strength9 howevero) Also» 

.[ Na:fO 
4 

and _m NaHSO 
4 

means that the solution contains l moles of: SO 
4
= 

and ]l moles of HS0
3

""' after the H+l' so
4

""' and HSo4~ have cone to equili= 

brium (there is no additional so
4

= ar Hso4.~ in the solution not partici= 

pating in the net rea@tionL 

Since this is a balanced net reaction9 certain relationships can be 

immediately deduced for the coefficientso The sum of ~ and ~» the total 

moles of oxidizing agent n_acting with the ! moles of Na2s 2o3$ 

!tAo Similarlyg E + ~- (the "total so4==!U) == ~!> and Q + Q := ~0 

must = 

In order 

to calculate~» Q and Q9 we must know the~ number of moles of ar
3
- 9 

Br 2 (aq) and Br~ in both the initial and final solutions and then determine 

these quantities by differenceso These were calculated using the equili= 

brium constant K 
8 

== 17 (See Section IIn Chapter 5) 0 In Table (5-3) are 
29 " - . 

given the results of this ©alculation both in moles and molality (along 

with the differences which are the coefficients ~P Q and ~. A calcu-



lation sho\[ed that ~poriza:tion of Br2 could be neglected•) 

During the. course of t}le reactionj) the . total ionic st~ngth changed 

very 1i ttle, _so we will adopt tbe aVerage value f ,;, Oo290 for both th~ 

initial and final solutions. 

TablE! 5:-3 

Bromine Species in Calorimetric Solution 

Before Reaction . After Reaction Net Moles 
Reacting 

Substance Moles·· ·. Hola.lity Moles Molality (Difference) 

H 0 .. 2 59.332 . 59o605 

Br2 (aq) .026141 .,024456 .022297 .,020765 .,003844 ==!! 

NaBz;3 • . .,0202~2. ._018984; .• 020124 ~Ol8741 · .• 000168 ::0 .Q 

NaBr .0333.30 .,031182 o031500 .029335 .001830 = D -
KBr .,015478 .01.4480 .015478 .. 014414 0 

HBr .,010030 .,009341 • 0100 30 == lQ! 

Oalcula tion Or th~ ·coefficients· ! and ;[ requires a lmowledge of the 

equilibriui constant 
(H+) (so4=J 

(BSO =) . 4 
(5-2) 

. where the bracketed quahtities are the total conoent:rations (s.trictly 

speakirig' in mblality)' or the separate substances in the 'solution. 

Furthermore, Kd·mU.st be k:nOwn..at the' ionic strength ~f the reaction 

lniXture. Bray aDd L.iJ:~bha.:.fsey!4 determined ~ as a fmiction of ionic 

strength;· and tabulated. these values .. in theiT. paper along with those of 

. Skrabel and Weberitsch?5 . These data are reproduced in Table (5-4) .. 
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Table 5;..4 

K as a Function c£ Ionic Strength _d 

Skrabel and Weberitsch35 Bray and Liebhafsky34 

1/2 K~ 1/2 P ~ F 
-------------------

0.210 0.0243 
.324 .0290 
.328 .oo69 
.338 .0370 
.340 .0675 
.347 .,0443 
.416 .0675 
.442 .0566 
.456 .0760 
.464 .no 

.. 

Oo299 
o312 

(?) .330 
o344 
.:345 
.443 
.525 

0.0336 
.0377 
.0480 
.0570 
.,0595 
.0654 
.0754 

I-5 

I plotted these data as 1/4 log Kd VSo r~ the form adopted Qy Bray and 

Liebhafsey~ 34 and drew the best line through them.~~ reading off the value 

at p1/ 2 = 0.539 (i.e. 9 p. = 0.29.11 my ionic strength). The ':"esult was Kd = 

0.12., (Essentially no extrapolation is involved.) . Bray and Liebhafsky34 

treated their data in a slightly different manner. They drew a curve 

through the data in the low concentration range (there was data for moXe 

d~lute solutions from conductance measurements of Sherrill and Noyes36 

which they also used) and then drew the curve in the high concentration 

range to correspond to the shape of the Nazgo4 activity coeffici~nt 

curve. This amounted to ignoring all the data in the high concentration 

range.~~ and the value of Kd read from their smooth curve at p1/ 2 = 0.539 

is accordingly lower than mine. However.~~ we know today that the inter

pretation of activity data on a theoretical basis.~~ correlating it Hith 

ionic strength alone1 is an extremely complicated if not unsound process 

in more concentrated solutions, and furthermore, _no comple~~ly ~9:tis-

factory treatment has been worked out. I feel that the best procedure 
- ·- -·- - -

is to base my choice of Kd on the actual experine ntal data in tle 
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concentration range in questiono 

With our choice of ~d$1 we are now in a position to calculate the 

coefficients ~ and £:; these quantities ·are tabulated in Table (5-5)., 

Table 5-5 

Sulfate and Bisulfate Formation (See Ea. (5-lL 

Substance Moles 1-fola.lity 

Total H+ ol487 .,1384 

T<?~al so
4
= o0009.31 = £: 0 000867 

Total HS'O 
4

- 0 001075 =£; oOOlOOl 

I-5 

This completes the calculation of all the coefficients in equation 

_(5-l). The next step is to eliminate the extra species in equation (5~1) 

by combining additional reactions with ito 

We choose our b.H = b.H0
$l =::.:.2.0 kcal./mole. 

Thus Q
5
_
3

_ = Q (2000) _::: Oo.34 cal. 

The other reaction we must consider is 

For the reactiong 

(5-.3) 

(See Part II, 4 and 5) 

(5-4) 

The ~lues b.Hf = -.3.31.2.3 and -~lo45 kcalo/mole for Na~o4 and HC~o4 
respectively are simply interpolated from the Bureau c£ Standards

tables-6 entering the tables- with the concentration for each that would 

be necessary to make up the entire ionic strength c£ the solutiono For 

NaHSD
4

$) a value is listed for b.H.f in 200 H2o but this val~e is probably 

incorrectly based on heats of reaCJtion that were nat corrected for the 
~ ~·. ~ 

heat of ionization of HSo
4
-; in any case$ its apparent heat of dilution 

seems too high (1 0 6 kcal./mole)o Instead of this$ we will calculate ~ 

value from the infinitely dilute solution values for Na;+ and Hso4-, using 
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a s~ll heat of dilution estimated from NaN03 or NaBr03o (This choice cf. 

analogy is discussed in Chapter 6--E.,) In this manner we calculate li:Hr = 

-269 ol _ kcal 0 /mole for Na.HSO 
4 

o For NaClO M' we must estimate part of' a 

dilution correction9 with the final result liH0 = ~88Q90o 
- - f 

Combining the above values» w~ have the result liH
5
_

4 
= -4o68 kealo/ 

mole.~> ~r Q
5
--4 = (49 680) ]i = 4'5o03 calo 

These results are now summarized in Table 5-6; the values being 

valid for all 4 runs 0 

Table 5-6 

The Heat of Oxidation cf. s
2
o

3
= with Br

3
= (Part 2} 

Q5-l avo Q5-3 Q5=4. Q5~5 liH liH0 = liHo' 
5-5 5=5 5-6 

cal.. cal .. cal., caL. kcaL/mole: kcaL/~ole 
--

16oo09 Oo34 5 .. 03 165o46 =164o97 -167o07 

If we add rea©tions (5=1) 9 (5~3) and (5=4) 9 we have re·action (5-5) 9 with 

liH is obtained from the relationg 
5=5-

A 

kcalo 
0 and i.s the heat fo!" rea@tion 

mole 

(5-5) where A = 1 mole 9 utlcorrected to infinite dilu:tiono 

Dilution corrections :f'~ wter and Br2 are neglected.9 and those for 

NazSO 49 HBr and NaBr obtained from interpolation in Blreau of Standards 

data. I made one calorimetric ruu~ for the heat of dilution of my 

Na
2

s:
2
o
3 

solution and found general agreement with tm results of Plakeo
37 

The balance of this small correction was estimated by comp~ison with 

~a2so 4 
solutions.. The combined value. of all of these corrections was 

=2al0 kcalo/mole (of which0 =2o00 kcalo arises from the dilution ef 10 
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moles of HBr) and ~H0 -- in Table 5-6 was calculated by applying it 
5-6 

to ~H5_5 • Now _that we have the value of ~~ we can rewrite equation 

(5-5) in its equivalent ionic formg 

S 0 = .f. 4J3r
2

(aq) + 5H 0 == 2SO = + lOH+ + 8Br~ 
23 2 4 

(5-6) 

6 
Now.s> combining our ~H0 ·with Bureau c:£ Standards data-~' we calculate 

5-6 
our final calorimetric_resul~$ ~H0r. = -152.0 kcal./mole far s2o3= at 

- . -

298.16° K. Further discussion and evaluation of this quantity will be 

reserved for Chapter 6-B. For a discussion of the heat or formation 

.data for Br
3
- and Br2(aq) see Part II, Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 6 

Galculations 9 Conclusions 9 Discussion 

Ao Calculation of Heat of Reaction from Equilibrium Datao 

From the values of leg K
0 

at the three tempnatures summarized 

in Table 4-1011 we are now ~eady to calculate AH04_2~ the heat far our 

experimental equilibrium reactiom 

I-6 

(4-2) 

Ho .... Jever s in order to do this .P we nru.st adopt a value for llCP for the 

reactione· 

A-10 Heat Capacity Change 0 We are not in a position to specify 

this quantity exactly~ for there IU'e no data at all for the partial 

molal reat Gapacity or Na
2
s:o

3
o Furthermore~ no empirical techniques 

are available for accurately estimating values for partial molal 

heat capacitieso In fact in this area there exists a wide gap in our 

fundamental knowledge of the chemical thermodynamics of aqueous; 

solutions 0 Values are known for the heat oapaoities of the solids 
38 

Agl: and Ago If we chose,p we could base. the reaction llCP solely 

on the solid values,p with the argumen·t that the roughly similar ions 

SD = and s
2
· 0'2= would have approximately equal values of U a:·o This 

3 .~ . p. 

aa.lculated value of llC · (4~2) varied from llo9 at 25cm to 16o3 at 
p 

Harned and 0Wen~1 list data for two salts of this valence type$ 

with considerable uncertainty indioatedo These are: NazS·o49 73 ° = Pz 
(=50;) K

2
So 411 cp; = (=60.6)o We cannot really conclude much from 

these data except that the values appear not to differ greatly. 

If the species in equation (4=2) were all uncharged 11 we might 
I 

have a good argument for saying ~C (4=2) = 0 just on the basis of 
p 

the mass effecto If we then knew or could calcrulate the separate 
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effect of charging up the ions in the aqueous medium, we might be close 

to a good answer.. The_ trouble is~ we do not know how to make such a 

calculation.. We feel that the most justifiable assumption under the 

oircwnstances is to select the value ~c· · = 0 for the whole reaction 
p 

(4-2) in view of the general symmetrical nature of the reaction, with 

the understanding that this may be off by 10 or even 20 Cp units. 

A-2.. Calculation of ~H£ for S~~· an·the above basis, we can 

Galculate LiH 0 by plotting -4 .. 575 log K0 V8 1/'1' 1 drawing the best 
4-2 . . 

s·traigh:t line through the points and taking the slope "" ~H,%_2 .. If 

MJ really = o, this curve should be an exact straight line., Such a 
p - . 

plot has been made in Figure 6, from which we read the value ~H04_2 = 

-3 .. 45 koal.,/mbl~e It might be argued that the value for K0 at 25° 

is just not certain enough to read too much significance into the 

unusually good straight line shown in Figure 6., On the other side of 

the ledger, we have the fact that since the ~H0' is relatively small, 
4=2 

the error in kcal./mole from errors in slope is also small, whether the 

error arises from ~C errors or equilibrium errors .. . ·- . p -

As an examp~e, I also mde a plot .Cnot shovm here) of ~ vs .. 1/T, 

where ~ represents all terms other than the 1/T term in the free energy 

equation that showr variation with temperature., Tre ~Cp used far 
4-2 

this plot was that discuss:ed abow.l> based only on the solids (values 

between 11.,9 and 16 .. 3, 25° to 195°')., This plot gave nat quite such a 

good straight line; but the best slope value was -4 .. 81.~> differing from 

the Jl' evious value 1r--; less than 1 .. 5 kcal.,/mole.. Also1 there is no 

compelling reason for us to say a priori that the e~uilibrium point 

at 25~ is no good9 and in fact we gave an argument based on the 

equilibrium data- alone why it might represent a true equilibrium value., 

(Note that if the 25° point had not yet 11come up ti to its equilibrium 
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value the curvature from a plot like Figure 6 would require an even 

more positive 60 for reaction (4-2).) 
p 

Finally, note that the values 

here represent an unusually wide tem:r:erature variation (175°) compared 

I-6 

with that usually found in aqueous solution studies which means that tre I 

slope is relatively insensitive to an error in the 25° (or 195°) point. 
-· -

Combir_ling the 1_mlue 6H0 

4
_

2 
= -.3 .45 kcal./mole with La timer'~ data7 

for so
3

= (see s·ection B-1 f~r discussion) and Bureau of Standards data6 

for the oth~ specie~~ we calc~ate for s 2o
3
= 6H£ = ~156.05 kcal./mole., 

Bo Selection of "Bestn Values for ThermoQynamic Properties of 
g~3~ at 298 916°_ K8 

Comparing the above value far 6H0 with our calorimetrie result: 
f 

~H£' = -152.0 we see the agreement is neither outstandingly good nor 

outstandingly poor.· On the one hand, for the ealorimetrie data we 

have the uncert~inties in equilibrium constants for_Hso
4
- dissoeiation, 

a~d B:( - Br
2 

complexing at the experimental ionie strength~ as well as 

possible uncertainties in heats of formation of Br2 (aq) and Br 
-3 

~see discussion Part II, Chapter 6) o Hareover, heat of dilution 

o:orreo:tions are by no means unimportant especially where multiplied 

·by large coeffieients (up to 10). Also, the large value for the heat 

of the calorimetric reaction (6H 0 = -167 kcal./mole) means the results 

are less precise in kcal./mole. 

On the other hand~ for. the equilibrium measurements, we have the 

uncertainty in the 25° point (also some in the 195° point) plus our 

lack of an exact 6C value for our reaction. Thus$ the general agree-. p 

ment from these entirely independent investigations is really 
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considered to be enconra:gingll taking into account the oircUlllStances· 

described aboveo Therefore we will adopt as our heat d: formation of 

s2o
3 
= the average value liH£ = -154o0 kca.lo/mole with an uncertainty of 

perhaps ± 2 to 2o5 kca.l 0 /molee (It is interesting to note that this is 

approximately equivalent mathematically to making a Z plot of the 

equilibrium data using a liC' somewhat more positive than that .for the 
- p 

solids alone 9 ) From this oomparisonll we will say that K at 25° and 
0 

our assumption of lHJP approximateiy 0 a;re probably reasonably goodo 

With this average value for liH£ we reGalGUlate the value l1H4_
2 

"" -5o5 and then correet our best equilibrium point at 122o5° to 25cn 

according to the equation: 

log K0 (298~16) :: log K (395 0 16) - AH0 

0 4=2 

or log X (298 0 16) = 2.205 0 -0 - ... 

4o575 

From this we calculate the value 8F0 = ~3o01 k~al./molep 
4-2 

- -
1Jhence 8~£ = -122~7. ± 1 kM.lo/mole at 298ol6 for s2o3=0 Our :final 

calculation then is to combine b.H£- and t:.F~ to calculate t:.S~ :: -105o0 

eoUe and S_2
98 

== ~Sl. e 0 Uo We should set an uncertainty of 5 ar 6 e.,u0 

on this value o 

These calculated best values for the thermodynanrlc properties cr 

s2o3 =-are tabulated in Table b=lo For the sake of comparisonp the 

latest Bureau cf Standards values are included also 0 
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Table 6-1 I-6 

"Best" Values for Thermodynamic Properties of s 2o3= at 298.,16°K 

This Thesis 

N. B. So 6 

+ -154 .. 0 ± 2 -122.7 ± 1 

-127.,2 

15.,0 ± 6 

29 

(Estimated maximum uncertainties are shown) 

·B=lo so
3

-= Thermodynamic Properties.. In the introduction of 

this thesis and in the preceeding section» the remark was made that 

thermodynamic properties for so3= wou~d be adopte~ from Latimer? 

rather than from the Bureati of Standards.,6 Powell39 has calcu-

lated the free energy of formation of H2so3 (aq) starting with vapor 

pressure data for so2 over aqueous solutions as a function of 

temperature and correcting for H~OJ dissociation., He obtained 

consistent answers from results of many observers taken over a 

period of many yearso On the basis of this revised quantity~ 

Latimer7 adjusted the free energies of formation of Hso
3
- and so

3
= 

to give a reasonable fit with the free energies of ionization and 

entropies of formation and ionizationo The Bureau of Standards 

data6 apparently are not corrected for dissociation of H~OJ~ so 

we shall adopt the values calculated by Iatimer.7 



Co Previous S:tudies o 

~lthough s·
2
o 
3
= has been re.latively little studied thermodynamically$ 

some previous work has been done~ so it will be desirable to examine in 
. •.. ~ . 

more detail two of these workso It is felt that there are too manY un-
- -

certainties in the ver.y old heat measurements of Thompsen3 and Berthel~t4 

to make more detailed.examination worthwhile hereo (Their results were 

given in Chapter 1~) 

C-lo fl!chowskyns_Studyo By far the most detailed investigation 

of S2oJ= thermodynamics was'that conducted by Bichows~ in his study of 

the rea~tion 
~· 

2R20(l) + Ga$~0.3 (aq) = CaS03 o 2H2o. (c) + Sr o (6-;.2) 

The difficulty with the formula of Caso3 o 2H20 was previously described 

in Chapter 39 Ao An enoneous KoppUs law value is calculated for the 

heat ©apaeity of Caso3 hydrate if it is considered. the dihydrate when 

actually it is the hemihydrateo It is difficult to understand the 

cause for Bichowskyfs measured value agreeing with such a Kopp 1s law 

value unless the solid was impure or weto 

Another place where the formula must be considered is in the 

calculation of the solubility of the salt in moles from the weight 

in grams that dissolve in water o One of the rea~tions that Bichowsky 

used to ealculate the ~e energy of' s2o3g> is written: 
?~ -

CaS03 o 2H20 = Ca++ + so3~ + 2H20o (6-3) 

Unlike the earlier ~rkersi) Bichowsky titrated the number· of moles of 
--- - . - - - - - -- - -. - .. --- - - . -- -- -- ' -- -·· - - - -~ .. - - - --

so3g in a saturated_srolution -t~o~ •.his results showed a sprean of a· 

fae;tor of So Beoouse of ©aneelling errors the free energy of' s:2o
3

""' 

thusly determined from the ~ of reactioDB (6=2) and (6.,3) would9 then9 

not be affected jl all the samples of the calcium sulfite hydrate used 
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had the same composition., The ~eau of Standards'6 values for thermo-

~JI11El.IIlic :properties of -ncaso3 e 2H20" were calculated f'rom his data 

however by equation (6-3), so as they stand they would not represent a 

true value for any substance ~onsidering that the dihydrate does not 

exist).. There appears to be an error of sign involved- in this cal-

culation, also. 

Bichowsky's equilibrium measurements for reaction (6-2) were 

made between 80 and 141° C with the equilibrium concentrations of 

OaS2o
3 

varying from 0.,27 to 1 0 12 M· To correct these data to 25° a 

knowledge of 6Cp for the reaction is vital, for from th~ nature of 

equation (6-2) this should be very important. The possible error 

in the Cp value for CaSo3 o (?) H2o has already been mentioned above 

and in Chapter 3-A. For ras2o
3 

solutions, he did measure some 

specific heats at 25°, and calculat~d values for the partial molal 

heat capacities at the equilibrium concentrations. His results 

showed a variation of up
2 

from -3 .. 4 to -2.,6 CP units over the con

centration range of Ool6 to lel2 Mo This is a remarkably small change 

(less than 1 Cp unit) over suCh a concentration range compared with 

that of other known saltso Far example, Na2so4 shows a variation of 

about 55 C units over this same concentration range.,40 (Bichowsky1s 
p 

measured activity coefficients for CaS2o
3 

show; no such abnormality, 

giving approximate agreement with those of other sulfatat) I tried . 
to recalculate the heat capacities from his specific heat values, 

but could get neither reasonable answers nor his answers. Another 

difficulty is that for his reaction, (6-2), the change in 6Cp with 

temperature might be_important, and this is an undetermined quantity. 

This general uncertainty in 6Cp for the reaction would easily explain 

the poor results for a ~ plot, described in Chapter 1. 



In this paper Biahowsky also Galorimetrically measured the heat far 

the reaction 

No dilution ~orrections were included for the right side of the equation~ 

nor was account taken of Hi'0.3 and so2 formationo For these concentrations 

such dilution effects alone would amouxit to many kilocalories of energyo 

Bichowsky ~nd Rossini2 in ca~culating 6H£ of s2o3= from this reaction 

assumed the net reaction to beg 

s· o "" "" so = + S' 
2 .3 .3 I" 

(6-5) 

so these errors would ~how up directly in the 6H£o 

In order to get the value he needed for the heat of reaction (6=2)~ 

Bichowsky also determined the heat of reaction (~6)~ 

G~so3 (in_ 50% HCl) + ZJ:I
2
0 (in 50% HCl):: CaS0

3 
o 2H2o (c) (0..6) 

The result of adding (6=4) and (6~6) is reaction (&o-7)3 

Ca.S2~3 (aq) + ~20 (in 50% HCl) = CaS03 o _ 21I20 (c) + Sr _ (6~7) 

In assuming that this is the same reaction as (0..2)» the important heat 

effe©t for correcting water. in 50% HCl to the pure liquid state has been 

neglectedo 

There are other questionable quantities in his paper that might be 

disc-ussedo However» the above points should make quite understandable 

the apparent thermodynamic inconsistency in these data far s2o
3

"" ion 

brought out in Chapter le 
5 

C=2o Ballczo and Kaufmann!§.. Stu<b!:o These workers reported 

equilibrium constants for reaction (6-2) at 40° and .36° Ce Although 

they approached equilibrium only from the Cas2o3 side 9 after varying 

periods of many months 9 t,he s
2
o3-= concentrat1on remained unchangedo 

Even if· the solution had rea@hed equilibrium9 however 9 it is difficult 

to see how any thermodyna.m:i© significance can be placed on their results o 



In the first place the equilibrium concentrations of' eas20.3 _(aq) -

(ioe•D the equilibrium constants for the reaction9 as used by Bichowsky) 

wer~ 6.9 and 9.2 H respectivelyo They plotted log K VSo 1/T and drew 

a- straight line through their data and Bichowsky' s .l In order far the 

slope of this curve to represent a 6H0 for the reaction~ activity 

corrections in 7~9 H solutions must be negligible and 6Cp for the 

reaction (6-2) (discussed in previous Section) must be o. Since neither 

assumption is good for this reaction~ we shall not try to interpret 

their data further. Their reported heat on the basis of' reaction (6-5) 

was 6H6-
5 

= 12.8 kcal. and from this we oalculated the value of' 6Hf = 

-164.7 kcal./mole mentioned in Chapter 1. (Our final average value 

was 6H£ = -154.0 kcal./mole.J 

D., Sulfur Potential Diagram. 

It may be profitable to_mooxa.m.ine the sulfur potential diagram 

in view of the new Value of 6Ff! = -122.7 k~al./mole. To calculate 

the free energy of formation of s
4
o
6

>=» the entropy was estimated as 

52 e.,u. from the method of Connick and :>owell41 considering this sub

stanee to be a dimer with a monomeric unit like No
3 

= cpo == .35) o All 

other data were taken from La timer o 
7 The results are:~ shown in Table 

From the potentials shown, s 2o3
= should be relatively easily 

oxidized to HSO -. The fact that even with powerful oxidizing agents 
4. . 

such as ce+4 the reaetion is not rapid or complete serves to emphasize 

the complicated mechanisms that must be involved. At least» with 

several oxidizing agents, such as Br .3 ~ and GlD-, the first step is: 

likely the familiar decomposition into s and so.3= (as evidenced by 

the frequent momentary appearance of sulfur in the solutions.) 



·Table 6-2 

Sulfur Potential Diagram 

-2 0 +2 +2o5 +4 

H;f -0 .. 14 s -0 .. 51 
s2o3= 

-0,.06 S40 ·= 
~0 .. 50 

6 
-0.,17 ::: 

H2so3 - so4 
oa0o39 

I 
1 -0 .. 12 I 1-------------•---- HSO = 

s----.-------.IJJ 4 ""'Oo25 

Values are in volts/equivalent,. 

= E. Discussion of Entropy of S2Q3-o 

It will be worthwhile now to interpret the value of the entropy of 

s.2o3= in terms of what we have previously referred to as a "reasonable 

value" without ever having defined more precisely .. 

Undoubtedly the crystal size of s 2o3= is somewhat larger than that 

of so
4

=; since these two ions have the same total charge» one might 

expect·s2o
3
= to have a slightly more positive entropy than so

4
=9 in 

accordance with the rather well-established trend with other aqueous 

ions,. It was on this basis» that Latimer? estimated the value 8 e .. u .. 

(cofe 4 for so4=) .. 

This picture conceivably could be more complicated» however .. 

Consider for a moment the structure of s 2o
3

= and so4=o 

? -2/3? =1/2 

[ ~2i3l-o-j3; [-~_:_f-o f;; 
t ~1/2 J 

One could imagine that the more electronegative oxygen atoms could 
' 

11rob" the outer sulfur atom of some or most of its charge.. Assume 

the 4 outer oxygen atoms of SO = to be the charge carrying groups 9 
4 

each bearing 1/2 unit of negative charge,. If~ the charge shifted 
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away f~om the outer sulfur on s
2
o
3
=, each 0 atom would end up bearing 

I . 

2/3 instead of 1/2 unit of negative chargeo The net effect of such a 

transfer might .~e that the s2o3= group in this configuration "ties up" 

a larger total amount of water than in a configuration with the outer 

s: atom carrying its full 1/2 unit of ahA.rge., Since it is our under-

standing that the amount of water "bound" by an aqueous ion is a direct 

measure of how much "negative entropy" the ion hasp the resulting 

entropy for s2o3= could be more neg~tive than that for so4=. 

The treatment of Powell and Connia01 for aqueous entropies of 

polyatomic oxygenated anions allows a slightly different approach to 

this problem; by its application and by analogy9 we can set limits on 

the value expected for the entropy of s2o3 
=. They consider as the 

important factors to be used in evaluating an entropy, the number ar 

chargee and the number of charge carrying centers - (i.e., for the~, 

oxygens). Relative sizes 9 masses 9 and other factors are not considered 

relevant. Thus 9 in the event of shift of all charge from the sulfur 

to the oxygens in s2o
3
=9 there would remain 3 charge carrying groups a 

with a total of 2 charges, so S o
3
= would look more like so

3
= or CO = 

2 . 3 
(=7 and -13 e.uo)o (By analogy9 as our model for estimating the heat 

of dilution of NaHSo4 in Chapter 5-I111 we used NaNo3• ::.lbthe BSo4- ion, 

the oxygen participating in the OH group apparently carries little or 

no charge9 so the OH can be eliminated from consideration11 leaving 
= so3 approximately like NOJ-.) 

For the other extreme, there is a different model that can best 

be illustrated by an example 9 such as Cr 2o
7 

=,. Writing its structure: 

~-o-~-o] = 

-~· 



=9J... 

they say its entropy can be thought of as consisting of twice the 

entropy of a monomeric unit M03~9 minus a fixed figure representing 

the entropy of dimeriza tiono This figure (experimentally about lS eo u.) 

should be a constant value for all ions where the separation is great 

enough for the separate monomeric units to act independentlY on the 

water. This is mathematiMlly equivalent in their formulation to 

adding the constant 25.5 eoUe to the value of the entropy for the 

simple -:.·un®xtended ion to get the value for the extended iono For 

~his extreme ©ase9 we consider the outer S of s2o3~ to carry ~ its 

share of eharge9 and furthermore to be sufficient~ large to have its 

influence on hydration independent of that of the rest of the ion. 

Thus we would calculate the entropy to be 25.5 eauo more positive than 

the value for so
4

"" 9 or 29o6 e.u. Now9 since it is quite certain that 

all of the charge would not shift away from the S9 and it is also 

certain that sulfur is larger than oxygen9 one might almost predict 

that the positive effect would predominate 9 it being the larger one. 

(ioeog the lower limit is approximately 11 to 17 e 0 U0 below the So4= 

value9 and the upper limit 25 eouo above.) 

A requirement: that I believe should hold for the entropy of 

s2· 0 = can be deduced from examination of the entropies of Cli and 3 . 
Sir o The~e are both well-known quantities 9 for which the Bureau of 

Standards6 lists =2.,52 and 14.,6 e.,u. respectively., (The ~0 for HS~ 
- -

was recently measured to be 15o0 ± Oo4 eoUe by Kury9 Zielen and 

Latimer .. 42 

·Note that the value for HS"" is 17 eouo m6r® positive than that 

'for aa=o It would seem then9 that the entropy of s2o3~ should be no 

more than 17 e.u., greater than that for so
4

""., The replaeement of one 

""' out of 4 oxygens c£ SO 
4 

by a sulfur to make s2o 
3 

gg 9 could hardly 
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cause a greater effect on the total ionic hydration than would the replace-

ment of the only oxygen. in 0~ with a sulfUr atom. In fact, one would 

= probably expect the different between so4= and 3203 entropies to be some-

what less than this 17 e.u. The experimental entropy value of 15.0 for 

s2o
3 
= obtained in this research is 11 e.u. more positive than so

4
=•s-, which 

is entirely consistent with the·abow discussion. (Of course fn~.s~, the 

possibility of charge transfer to other oxygen atoms does not exist, so 

we probably could not say with certainty from this argument tha_t the 

entropy of s~ o.,_= is greater than that of SO =. This result appears quite 
2 J 4 

rea-sonable, however. The fact that s;= does not have a very negative 
42 

entropy (-4 e.u. ) for a small doubly charged ion lends further support 

to this idea of a relatively positive entropy contribution from sulfur 

atoms.) 
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IIe The Heat and Free Energy of Formation of Bromate Ion 

1., Introduction 

Lewis and Randall1 calculate from the measurements of Sammet2 on 

the bromine-bromate electrode that the free energy of formation of 

Br03- is 2.,3 kcal.,/mole.. The National Bureau of S:tan~rds3 give~ 10.,9 

kcal.,/mole for the free energy of formation., This latter quantity 
- -

was calGulated from Thomsenvs4 heat for the reduction of Bro3~ by 

Sn++ and Ahlberg and ~timerus5 entropy data for Bra
3

= o The large 

discrepancy was thought to be primarily due to an inaccurate value 
'. 

for the heat of formation of Br03""'., Hence$ the present investigation 

was undertaken to establish a more accurate value for this quantity., 

Two main reactions were studied» (1): the heat of reduction of KBr03 

by iodide 9 and (2)) the heat of reduction by bromide., The heat of 

solution of KBro3 in water was also measured., 

Unless specifi©ally stated9 all heat calcuJ.ations were made 

using heats of formation tabulated by the Bureau of Standardso3 
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2e Experimental 

Calorimeter. The calorimeter has been described previously.6' 7 

The possibility of variation in the calorimeter stirring rate has been 

reduced by the use of a synchronous motor with chain and sprocket drive. 

The standard resistances in the calorimeter circuit were calibrated 

against resistances recently certified at the Bureau of Standards. 

The samples of KBro3 {weighed in thin-walled glass bulb~) were 

either fastened to a glass rod running through the calorimeter 

stirring shaft and broken on the bottom of the calorimeter, or were 

fastened directly to the stirring shaft itself and broken by thrusting 

a rod through them. The reactions were calorimetrically complete in 

5 to 25 ~nutes. The heats were measured at 25.0 ± 0.5° and are 

reported in terms of the defined calorie. 

Reagents. All weighings were corrected to weight in ~ when 

necessary. Two separate lots of reagent grade KBr03 were recrystallized 

and dried for several hours at 160° o One. lot was analyzed by gravi

metric titration with thiosulfate and was found to be 100.17% pure. 

The other lot was not analyzed~ but samples from it were used at 

random~ with no systematic .differences in the calorimetric results. 

The thiosulfat.e ~elution was standardized with recrystallized KI~3• 

The KI9 Nail> KBr and NaBr used in the reduction runs were reagent 

chemicals dried for several hours at 110° o The perchloric acid was· 

a double vacuum distilled reagent and was standardized before use. 



.3o The Heat of Solution of KBro
3 

Three determinations were made of the heat of solution of KBr03 
in watero The details are given in Table I., 

Table I 

The Heat of Solution of KBro3 
8H1,. 

Run KBrO~o !!2~0 kcal./mole 

1 2o4074 105.3 9o74 
2 1.,5186 105.3 9.79 
.3 2.,8477 104.3 9e80 

Avo 9.78 

II-.3 

.3 Using the heat of dilution calcU.lated from the Bureau of Standards-

data we correct the average value to 8H0 = 9.,76 ± 0.,05 kcal.,/mole for 

(1) 

This compares with the value 9.,8 kcal.,/mole calculated from the Bureau 

of Standards data o 3 

... 
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4. The Heat of Reduction of KBr03 with r 

In this series of measurements, solid KBro3 was di~solved in an . 

~queous -solution of HC104 and either Nai or KI. The details are given 

in Table II.B 

Table II 

The Heat of Reduction of KBr03 with I-

H2o, -6Hi, 
KBr0.3' total KI, HC104' Q!, Qf, kca ../ 

Run g. __g,._ _g., moles ~ ~ .. mole 

1 0,3787 1060 10,07 0,139 273.48 0,90 121.01 
2 .5460 1057 17.74 ,09.3 410.6 .• 69 125.8 
3 .4996 1066 16,96 •• 093 367.40 ~65 123,04 
4 .4162 1060 ll.39i~ ,116 304.94 .75 122.67 
5 .3070 1057 17,00 .093 225.82 .35 123.04 
6 .5299 1070 17,74 ,093 .388.27 ,67 122.59 
7 .3872 1060 7.92* ,116 285.11 1.15 123.47 

*Nai used, A::v, 123.09 

Qc refers to the heat evolved in the calorimeter, Q2 refers to the 

calculated heat for the conversion of the aqueous iodine (farmed in the 

calorimetric reaction) to triiodide9 

(2) 

The sum of Qc and Q2 is then the heat of the hypothetical calorimetric 

reaction where all the oxidized iodide has formed triiodide 

(3) 

The quantity 6H.3 refers to the heat (in kcal./mole) for reaction (3), 

uncorrected to infinite dilution. We shall use our weighted average, 

6H3 = -122,98 kcal,/mole, By assuming that the heats of dilution of HI 

and KBr (in our calorimetric solutions11) are the same as those for 
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0~~8-~ HI and 00 18 ~ KBr~ we calculated ~HJ = ~122o26 ± Oa8 kcalo/mole 

for the infinitely dilute ionso 

5e The Heat of Reduction of K8r03 with Br-

Solid KBro3 was dissolved in an aqueous solution of HCl04 and NaBro 

The details are given in Table Irr,.l2 

Table III 

The Heat of Reduction of KBr03 with Br= 

H~~~ =LlH~9 
KBr039 to 1 NaBr~ HCl049 Q!~~~ Qip Q59 kca ,J 

Run g,. go go moles ca o ca ,. cal,. mole - - - -
1 lol417 1061 15 .. 32 Ool74 280o38 15o59 0.,16 43 .. 32 
2 0,.6897 1058 14o89 .. 174 170.,64 8o65 o09 43 .. 44 

Avo 43o38 

Qb refers to the heat evolved in the calorimeter 9 Q4 refers to 

the calculated heat for the conversion of the aqueous bromine (formed 

in the calorimeter) to trib~del3 

(4) 

Q5 refers to the calculated heat correction for the slight vaporization 

of bromine from the solution into the dead air space in the calorimeter 

Br2(g) + Br= = Br
3
- (5) 

The partial pressure of Br2(g) was calculated assuming complete 

equilibriumo A calculation showed that the hydrolysis of bromine in 

our solutions was entirely negligible -- as was also the case for our 

iodine solutionso 

The sum of Q~~ Q
4 

and Q
5 

is then the heat of the hypothetical 

calorimetric reaction where all the oxidized bromide has formed tri-

bromide 
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(6) 

The quantity AH6 refers to the heat (in kca.l/mole) for reaction (6) ~ 

uncorrected to infinite dilution., We shall use the average A~6 ~ 

=43 • .38 kcal.,/mole., For these runs~ the average ionic strength was 

II-6 

about )l = Q.,29e Using methods similar to those described in Section 

:4,, we correct this for dilution effects to AH6 = =42ol7 ± Oe3 kca.lo/ 

mole,. 

6o Interpretation of Data 

Subtra~ting reaation (1) from rea©tion (.3) we obtain 

Br0.3= + 9t= + 6H+ ~ 3I.3~ + Br= + 3H2o~ AH7 ~ ~132.,02 kcal.,/mole 

(7) 

Using Bureau of Standar~ heat data3 we calculated AHr' = -18., 70 kcal.,/ 

mole f'or BrO.;·"'., Similarly from rea©tions (1) and (6) we obtain 

Br0
3

"" + 8Br~ + 6H+ = .3Br3 = + .3H2o, AHg "" -5lo9.3 kcal.,/mole (8) 

from which we ©a.lculate b.H.f) = =17.,82 k©a.l,.Jmoleo Combining the 

awrage value of 6H£ (=1Se.3 kcal.,/mole) with the entropy of formation,~~ 3 
2 

we oo.lculate AF£ = 2.,1 k©alo/mole., The close agreement with Sa.nnnet fs 

·mlue may be fortuitous_, as may be seen from a careful examination of 

the iodine and bromine heat data., 

The Bureau of Standards value for AH.f of I2 (aq) (5.,0 koo.l,./mole) 

is 'based on the temperature coefficient of fifty-year old solubility . 
datao We calculate from more extensive and more recent dataJ-5 the 

value 5o6 kcal./mole (corre©ted for hydrolysis)., For the heat of iodide 

comp1exing of iodine (reaction (2)), the following values have been 

reported in the literature~ . AH2 = -4~.30,~~ 16 . -:3o87~ 1~ .. -?olO~? kcal.,/ 

mole., All of these are based on the temperature coefficients of the 

equilibrium constant measured in different ways o From the Bureau of 
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Standards heat data3 one calculates the value -4.,03 kcal.,/mole .. It is 

apparent that the considerable undertainty in 6Hf of' r
3

""' causes 

times thif3 uncertainty in 6Hf! :for Br03~ (see reaction (7)).. 

three: 

In the case of' bromine some calorimetric measurements have been 

made ~or the heat of solution of Br2 (J) and for 6H4., Again.!' however9 

the data. are oldp rather limited., and not obtained at 25°., Calculations 

from solubility data15 lead to amb:iguous results.~> so we must say that at 

least as much uncertainty exists in the Bureau of Standards w.lue for 
- - -

6H£ of Br3- as does in the r
3
- value9 with the corresponding uncertainty 

existing in 6H.f for Br0
3
- calculated from equation (8)., (P.resumably9 

I~9 Br~ and H2o heats of formation are accurately enough known so that 

they will not introduce significant eiTor.,) 

From this discmssion it should therefore be evident t}+at our final 

calcu.J..a tions of 6H.f for Bro
3
= from both types of -:reducti~ns -may--be un-

certain by as much as several kca.l.,/mole., This -unce:!:"tainty arises at 

least as much from the uncertainty in the heats of formation of tri-

iodide and tribromide as from ou:ib" own exper:ilnental uncertainties., 

7.. Conclusion 

We will take as our final values for the heat and free energy of 

formation of Bro3~ our calculated averagesg 6~ ~ =18.,3 ~ 2 kcalo/mole 

and 6F.f ~ 2ol ± 2 kealG/mole., Additional evidence for these values is 

provid~d by Myersl8 who has recently determined 6Fr to be 2.,5 ± Oo3 

kcal.,/mole from kinetic measurementso 

..... ., 
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